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TODAY:
Mostly
sunny,

THE MURRAY STATE

warm .
..__ ____, High: 90.
SATURDAY: Showers.
High: Mid 80s. Low: 60s.
SUNDAY: Breezy, coolM
er. High: 70. Low: 50s.

September 19, 1997
Vol. 73, No. 4

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
The state at-will dismissal
doctrine has raised concerns
about the lack of information
provided to staff employees
and their employment contract renewal. Since any staff
employee can be terminated
without a reason, Staff Congress has requested a written policy.
Seepage
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OpEd
Adam
Woodring, a
senior from
Eddyville and
vice president
of Sigma Chi
fraternity, explains why the
new IFC party guidelines are
not a good idea.

Arrest made in rape case
•Crime: A student was
arrested early Friday
rnorning for the alleged
rape of another student
Thursday night
BY JAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS fOITOit

Cedric D. Moore pleaded not
guilty to charges of first
degree rape in Calloway
County District Court Monday.
Moore, a former student
from Makrs, Miss., was
arrested early Friday morning
and charged with the rape of a

Murray State University student who lives in Hart College.
In a signed affidavit, the victim said she knew who Moore
was and that he asked if he
could come over to her room
and watch television. The victim said that it would be OK
According to the affidavit,
Moore arrived at 8:30 p.m.,
following his night class. She
told him to sit on the floor.
She said that they watched
television until 11:30 p.m.
with her roommate present
the entire time.
After the two finished
watchi,ng television, Moore

was sitting on Ute edge of her
bed, and she motioned that
she had a headache so he
began to rub her head while
she was lying on her back, the
affidavit stated.
According to the affidavit,
Moore lifted the victim's shirt
up and began to kiss her
stomach.
She stated that she was
scared at this time, but she
did not protest.
Moore then allegedly beg~n
to engage in oral sex.
The victim stated in the affidavit that it was at this time
that she told Moore to stop.
According to the affidavit,

she told him she did not want
to have sex with him.
She then began to attempt
to physically ward him off, she
said.
According to the affidavit,
the victim's roommate was
sleeping in the room during
the alleged assault and did
not wake up.
After he allegedly attempted
penetration, she yelled "get off
of me."
At that time, according to
the affidavit, her roommate
turned around and told him to
get off of her. After she yelled,
he got off of her and put his
clothes back on, and left two

IFC says

Jam min'

no ·open
parties

Seepage5

Our\florld
There are many things college students don't have:
money, time and grades
being among the top; however, sleep is one precious
commodity they just can't do
without. Find out what you
can do to maximize your
"sleep potendal:'
Seepage

•IFC: A new rule which passed IFC Tuesday limits the number and type of parties
a fraternity may have per semester.
BY )ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
VIIWPOINT EDITOJ
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CollegeLtfe
Feeling worried and
depressed is normal for college students. However,
when these emotions contin4e for a long period of time,
they can develop into a serious illness. Learn how to
recognize the symptoms of
depression and cope with
the illness.
Seepage
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Seth Dixon/The News

Michael Swift, senior from Bardstown, does a soundcheck durin1 the talent portion of Mr. MSU
rehearsal Wednesday night in Lovett Auditorium. Mr. MSU is Friday nlaht at 7:30 in Lovett.

Race incident shakes town
•Racism: Murray has swiftly
moved in support of a family
who was the victim of a hate
incident last week. ·
BY

Reginald Swinton, a senior
from Little
Rock, Ark., is
suspended for
Saturday's game
against SEMO, but expects
to return in time to play in
next week's game against
Middle Tennessee.
Seepage
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C.D. BRADlEY

EOITOit-IN-cHIEF

A local resident last week was
exposed to an ugly side of humanity,
but the community has come to her
support.
Friday morning, Betty Oliver, a
resident of Calloway County who
lives on Highway 94 East, woke up to
find what she believed to be trash in
her yard. She sent her children out to
clean up the mess, but they returned
instead with hate literature.
The Murray Ledger & Times
reported the literature included such
passages as, "Whoever gave you the
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minutes later. He then
returned to the room to get his
keys.
She told a friend about what
happened and a then the
friend called Public Safety
md reported the incident.
The victim was then taken
to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for treatment and a
rape kit.
1
Moore is being held at Calloway County Detention Center on a $15,000 cash t;»ond.
Public Safety is still investi·
gating the alleged rape and
said they will give more information out about the incident
when it is available.

idea that it is all right (sic) to live on

he said. "A local man got hate literature from a hate group ~d adapted
back to the n - - section of town ... it to the local situation. There is no
or to Africa where you really belong." organized group in the area called
In the article, Oliver, who is an the Last Rites; they are a national
Mrican American, said of all the group."
Scott said the offenders - three
racial incidents she has been a victim
of since moving to Murray, this was men and a woman in their early 20s,
by far the worst.
but apparently not MSU students "'You see this kind of thing on TV, will be charged as soon as the sherifbut you really never expect it to hap- fs office and the FBI sort out the
pen to you," she said. "' have never exact charges in the joint investigareally experienced racism until I tion.
moved here."
Once news of the incident hit the
Calloway County Sheriff Stan community, action was swift.
Scott said the people responsible Clarance Benes, chair of the Murray
have been identified and will be Human Rights Commission, said his
group will hold a meeting next week.
charged in the next few days.
"As chair of human rights commit"The whole situation was blown out
of proportion: while the incident obvi- tee, we of course are interested in
ously had racial overtones, there is these kinds of events," he said.
no organized hate group involved,"
Please see RACISM/19

94 East is sadly mistaken ... Move

In~ty Council approved a proposal
thie week to ban non-Greek males from fraternity parties. As stated in the proposal,"... fraternity parties will be all Greek. Females will be
excused from this ruling."
Each fraternity will be allotted one open party
per semester. Greek males will be identified at
all other parties by a sticker placed on their student IDs.
The proposal was voted on by fraternity chapter representatives present at the IFC meeting
and passed into legislation by an 11 to 10 vote.
The narrow margin of the vote, however, has
sparked debate among fraternity members.
Supporters of the new party guidelines point
out that each of the fraternities' national councils prohibit open parties. Some also feel it will
help Greek unity, boost rush participation and
diminish many of the contli~ts that some fraternities are experiencing with open parties.
~on-Greek individuals are taking advantage
of benefits such as parties," said Chris Yandell,
IFC representative for Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. "'We are hoping that by restricting
admittance, students will have more incentive
to join (fraternities)."
Dan St. Martin, IFC representative for Sigma
Pi fraternity, said he doesn't see it that way at
all.
"We feel it is discriminatory and sexist," he
said. "'fit is going to be all Greek, then it should
not exclude only half of the population."
Jason Rouse, IFC representative for Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, said he sees some good behind
the idea, but he is opposed to the way it is being
handled.
"We are not against large parties, nor are we
against all Greek parties," he said. "However,
there are some issues that still need to be
resolved in this proposal. The intentions are
good, but it's applications still need to be
PI~ see PARTIES/19

Earwood: a misunderstanding
-charges: SGA President
Todd Earwood was arrest- .
ed last week, but apparently the charges will soon
be dropped.
BY

C.D.

BRADLEY

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

SGA President Todd Earwood was arrested last week in
what was apparently a mistake
regarding a personal check
written last semester.
"This is a big misunderstand-

ing because of an inadvertent
error on the merchant's part,"
Earwood said. .
According to Tod Megibow,
Earwood's attorney, the situation began last semester.
"A personal check was left for
a security deposit on an article," he said. Megibow said
when a friend of Earwoo~'s
returned the article, the merchant gave him a receipt and
cash, apparently mistakenly
thinking he had already cashed
the deposit check. By this time,

Earwood had left Murray for

the summer and had taken
funds out of his account.
Megibow added: "An inadvertent error was made by the
merchant. When he realized he
had given cash back, he decid·
ed to go ahead and cash the
check."'
When he cashed the check, it
was returned for insufficient
funds. It was at this point legal
proceedings began. The merchant made a complaint and
Please ace EARWOOD/19

5eth Daxon!The News
Todd Earwood, SGA president and student repnt, at the Board
of Regents meeting Friday, the day after he was arrested •
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NewsBriej.~
Reading program
announced
A fall reading program for children in
primary through sixth
grade will begin Oct. I
and will continue
through Dec. 3. Sessio ns will run from
3:30 p. m. to 4:20 p.m.
on Mondays and
Wednesdays and will
be held in the Special
Education Building on
campus.
Deadline to apply for
the program is Sept.
24. For more information, call 762-2446
or 762-6868.

Rodeo club holds
free car wash
T he MSU Rodeo
club is holding a car
wash at the Wai-Mart
parking lot on Saturday from 9 a.m. to
I p.m. The wash is
free, but donations
will be welcomed.
For more information about the car
wash, call 762-3039.

Nation13riqls
FDA orders diet
drug withdrawal
The Food and Drug
Administration (F-DA)
has o rdered two diet
drugs, Pondimin and
Redux, out of availability because recent
evidence shows that
they may be a cause
of heart valve damage
in up to 30 percent of
the people that use
them.
The drugs were
available only through
prescription, and were
supposed to only be
issued in cases of
extreme obesity, but
their use has become
widespread.
The first signs of
dange r appeared last
summer, and, since
tflen, almost 300 people who used the
drug, m·ostly women,
have been tested.
Ro ughly one third of
those tested have
shown the heart valve
abnormalities.

Worldl3riqj.~
Mir Space Station
in trouble--Again
Last Sunday, the Mir
Space Station suffered
i~ fo urth computer
breakdown in less
than two months.
Despite severe damage, it should be ready
in time to dock witH
an American shuttle
next week.
Compiled by Gail Kall-

hoff, contributing writer
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At-will law concerns Staff
•Dismissals: Staff Congress has raised the issue
of being dismissed without
reason.
BYjOHN K.

Staff Congress. "The employee · ment record, but with at-will
does not receive a hearing and dismissals, these carry no
can ask all the questions he or weight."
she wants but won't receive any
answers as to why they are Discrep ancies among
suddenly unemployed."
at-will doctrines

M OORE

NEWS EOITOI

For staff members at Murray
State University, job security
may become a concern. During
last week's Staff Congress
meeting, a report was made on
the at-will non-renewal contract, which effects all staff
members.
"An at-will employment situation has no defined term
(length of employment) for
either the employer or employee," said John Rall, MSU general counsel. "'t is a doctrine of
common law in the state of
Kentucky."
·
Essentially this means a staff
member may fail to have their
contract renewed without any
warning. In those cases, the
employee is not required to be
given a reason for the employment contract not being
· renewed.
"This doctrine of common law
has created a lot of commentary over the years: said Donald R. Green Jr., attorney with
Jim Owens Law Firm in Paducah.
"Often when an employee
loses a job, they can suspect
something is going on which
may be improper, under the
law, but that is difficult to
prove. Today, more and more
employers are stating in the
handbook that at-will exists,
but it depends on the employer .
as to whether they choose to
mention it."

Employmen t -at-will in
Kentucky

Most people in Kentucky do
not know that Kentucky is an
at-will state, Green said.
This law affects all exempt
and non-exempt employees, but
not all are aware of its ramifications. The difference between
the two classifications are that
exempt employees are salaried
and non-exempt employees are
hourly, said Joyce Gordon,
assistant vice-president for
Human Resources.
However, University Preside.n t Kern Alexander shares a
somewhat different view of the
policy.
"Our policy, with regard to
employment is no different
than anyone else's,"' Alexander
said. "In my judgment, they are
exactly what they should be
and if people look carefully,
they would agree that not
everyone at a University can be
given tenure."
The push for a written policy
for employees follows t:he dismissal of three U Diversity staff
members with varying years of
service. None of the employees
were given a reason for their
dismissals; however, one has
been rehired.
"One staff member, who had
over 19 years of service, was let
go, then rehired at a lower
grade at a different job," Skinner said. "The other two were
not rehired."
Historically, unions were
formed to eliminate at-will terLack of a policy
mination by default, to provide
Where the confusion begins for dismissal for cause and for
for many staff members is they benefits, said Greg Stewart,
do not know whether only per- attorney at Conger & Elliott
manent employees fall under Professional Corporation in
this, orif temporary employees Carmi, lll.
can also be dismissed at--will.
"This is not a morale booster
"'MSU has no written policy for Murray State," Skinner
we know of concerning this said. "A person could have
(form of termination)," said received great employee evaluKeith Skinner, president of ations and have.a good employ-

Larry Slinker, chair of the
Contract Renewal Committee,
formed a questionnaire that
was sent to Kentucky universities as well as Austin Peay, the
University of Tennessee at
Martin and Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale ..
Responses from the question·
naire painted a different interpretation of at-will, than used
pyMSU.
"When asked which universities used the · at-will law, all
except for SIU and the University of Louisville said they did,"
Slinker said. "The biggest problem we ran into with the
answers we received was that
no common vocabulary seemed
to be apparent based on an
explanation of at-will ."
"Illinois law reads similar to
Kentucky's, except that common law is referred to as case
law," Stewart said. "If at-will
termination is not specified in
the employee handbook, it is
assumed to be the default in
Illinois."
After compiling the answers
received, the committee sent
them back to the respondents
with an interpretation of what
was received. This time, only
50 percent agreed that MSU's
•definition of at-will and the definition they used were the
same.
"UK uses the at-will, but only
for temporary employees during their probationary period,"
Slinker said. "UofL and SIUC
do not, but UofL did add a footnote stating that at-will was
used for cause termination,
which means sufficient reason
for dismissal exists. Northern
Kentucky University also uses
at-will, but only after two verbal warnings and three written
warnings are received within a
12-month period."
Though union efforts often
thwart at-will terminations,
there have been no such efforts

Congr~ss

locally.
"I know there have been
unionization efforts at SIUC,
especially to bargain for a security clause, which would provide the job security that atwill termination does not provide," Stewart said.

employment, or leaving it in
the account until retirement,"
said Gordon.
While the illusion of longterm employment, without dismissal at-will, is given, no section of the Human Resources
web page or the employee
handbook, specifically states
Reason for dismissal
Sufficient reason for dis- the at-will non-renewal conmissal and using employee tract law and how it works.
"The administration assumes
evaluations properly is anotMr
employees know about the policoncern of Staff Congress.
"We would like the personal cy and they do not," Skinner
and political part taken out of said.
the at-will non-renewal as
MSU uses it," Skinner said. "By · Staff Congress, views
allowing a hearing by peers or "Murray State has a specific
at least by making employees written policy for termination
aware of this law, in writing, and layoff. We (staff members)
and giving employees a reason feel the at-will non-renewal
for their dismissal will help policy should be in writing for
keep good employees."
employees and that evaluations
Another difference showed up and seniority should carry
when other institutions were some weight. Other universiasked
about
termination ties offer the hearing option or
notices and peer review of choose not to use the policy as it
cases.
reads. Murray State loses too
"SIU uses civil service many good employees because
•
review, while others use due- of at-will terminations."
process and administrative
"Several weaknesses are prehearings before termination sent within the employment
becomes final ," Slinker said. system at MSU, including the
"Only Austin Peay nnd West- weight put on evaluations and
em have no grievance proce- that no established at-will polidure, just like Murray State cy exists, in writing," Slinker
does not."
said.
He added that the current
Dlusion s of long-t erm system should be used more
effe~ively to evaluate job peremployment
The employment becomes formance and retention. Curfurther muddled at Murray rently, the employee handbook
State's website. The fringe ben- specifies that evaluations are
efits section uses terminology used to determine who receives
indicative of long-term employ- merit pay, to justify discipliment. Rates for vacation time nary action, to identify needs
and sick leave are calculated in for training and development,
time of service. Other benefits and to identify high achievers.
"This alone is another issue
such as life insurance options
that
should be addressed by
and medical insurance benefits
Human
Resources, since evaluare attractively outlined, as is
ations
are
made such an impor information pertaining to the
tant
part
of an employee's
Kentucky Employees Retirecareer
at'Murray
State," Slinkment System benefits. Retireer
added.
"If
evaluations
do not
ment benefits do mention an
count
under
the
CUJ'J"8Jlt
system
employee must have five years
· ~.__....,_.
service to have a vested account and jobs can be taken away at:....
will,
then
something
is
wrong
with KERS.
"Having vested retirement with the system, and it needs to
means an employee has the be changed or the policy's exisoption of withdrawing the ben- tence made available to
efits upon leaving University employees."

J Board returns
not guilty verdict

Guess who?

•Not guilty: Student
found not guilty of
charges of alleged sexual
misconduct.

Seth Dixon/The New)

Emily Forbes, senior from jasper, Ind., takes part in an environme ntal ed ucation exercise Wedne sday mor ning In the Quad to prepare for a weeke nd teacher's worksh op.

Polygraph test clears up some doubt
•Polygraph results: Thst results show witness scheduling problems. The hearing is
scheduled to run through Oct. 31.
student did not know victim.
' Events leading up the hearing include a report
filed on Jan. 21 by the defendant. In the report,
the female student stated she was attacked in
the parking lot behind the Special Education
Building
as she was leaving class.
A polygraph test conducted by the defense in
She
said
she knew her attacker, and identified
the case of an alleged rape of a Murray State stuhim
as
Chris
Wiley. The defendant reported that
dent indicates that Ben Freitag, junior from
she
had
gone
on a date with him in December.
Madisonville, did not know the student he is
The
affidavit
stated
that during the attack the
accused of raping.
attacker
said
his
real
name was not Chris Wiley.
Mike Ward, Commonwealth Attorney, indicatOn
Feb.
1,
the
student
reported that the same
ed that despite the test results, he has a hard
individual
attacked
her
and
then raped her in the
time believing that Freitag was telling the truth.
White
College
parking
lot
underneath a street
"Mark (Blankenship, Freitag's attorney) wants
light,
where
she
said
she
was
then held for 20
to try this case in the media, and I want to try it
minutes.
She
reported
being
pulled
down by her
in the court," he said.
ankle
by
the
same
attacker
while
walking
down
The Commonwealth of Kentucky mandates
the
stairwell
at
her
residential
college
on
Feb.
14.
that polygraph results be used in court only when
The
attacker
was
identified
by
a
police
drawing
both sides are in agreement to accept them. Ward
said he has never allowed polygraph results in and was suspected to be Freitag. He was later
arrested and charged with rape.
•
court and will not in this case.
In May, the University Judicial Board found
The court hearing was originally set for Oct. 6
but has beer{ pushed back to Oct. 29 because "of Freitag not guilty on the charge of endangering
the safety and welfare of another student.
BY JAKE BURGESS

ASSISTANT NEWS EOITOR

make a decision.
However, Young said the
case did have some significance in order for it to be
brought to the J u dicial
Board.
"If an alleged incident
BY jASON KEMP
could result in a student
STAFF WRITER
being expelled from the UniThe Judicial Board found versity, then the case would
a Murray State University need to go before the Judistudent not guilty on sexual cial Board," he said.
As stated in Mu rray State
misconduct charges at a
hearing last Friday after- University's policy on sexual
noon. The charges stemmed assault in the Student Life
from an incident involving Handbook, sexual miscontwo University students duct includes sexual assault
during the sun)mer, said and/or rape. The h andbook
Mike Young, assistant to the a lso states that the job of the
vice president of student Judicial Boar d is not to
determine guilt of the stuaffairs.
'
dent
"beyond a reasonable
Young said he was not at
doubt"
as in criminal proliberty to release the
ceedings
but to determine
specifics of the incident or
probable
violation
of campus
the identity of the students.
policy.
The hearing was closed at
The Judicial Board is
the request of the students.
made
up if seven members:
Young said that both stuthree
members of the students were given a chance to
present their cases to tte dent judicial board, three
Judicial Board, and that faculty members and one
based on the facts present- administrative staff memed, the Board was able to ber.

Denton promoted
STAFF REPORT

Thomas W. Denton was recently promoted to vice-president for
administrative services by the Board of Regents. Denton had been
serving as interim vice president since 1996.
"The search committee recommended five people, all of whom
had good credentials," said President Kern Alexander. "Our conclusion was that Denton's credentials are as good as anyone elses.
He is a man of accuracy, as far as accounting and budgeting are
concerned, along with being a man of very high etlpcal standards
and integrity."

Ne-ws
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Police13eat
Sept. 11
7:06 a.m. Ishmael Farris arrested by a Murray Police Officer and charged
with fourth degree assault. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention
Center.
3:12 p.m. Citation Issued for Jason T. Hayes tor passing a school bus on
North 16 Street. The bus was unloaded.
4:13p.m. Todd Earwood arrested by Murray Police Department, with assis:
tance by Public Safety. He was charged with theft by deception, cold checks
in McCracken. His bond was set at $2,500 cash. He was taken to Calloway
County Detention Center and later made bond.

Sept. 12
1:13 a.m. Cedric D. Moore arrested and charged with first degree rape following an incident in Hart College. Moore was charged and placed in Calloway County Detention Center under $15,000 cash bond. The incident is
being Investigated by Public Safety.
Sept. 13
. .
11 :22 a.m. A student's grandmother reported that the student was m1ss1ng.
The student was found at 11 :44 a.m.
.
Sept. 14
2:02 a.m. Daile Brown arrested for driving on a suspended license. He was
detained at the Calloway County Detention Center.
4:50 a.m. Kristina Zinschlag arrested for dnving on a suspended license.
She was detained in the Calloway County Detention Center.

Brando n Kirkham, sophomore from Paducah, re sts after giving blood, while Mellssa.Tolene, sophomore from Halls, T enn., Is prepar- Sept. 15'
5:57 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Racer Arena. A student was
lng to donate Tuesday In the Curris Ce nte r.
taken to hospital with a injury. The athletic trainer and Basketball coach were

SGA

sponsor~

compared to last years 267.
Although this is a record number for Murray State, not all of
the blood collected will be
usable. Eleven tests are run o~
the blood for problems such as
hepatitis, AIDS, and foreign
Bv j ENNIFER PIERCE
antibodies.
CONTRIBUTING W RITER
Each student who participated in the blood drive received a
The Student Governm ent free T-shirt and complimentaAssociation held its first blood ry food from a,opcrs Donut,
drive of the 1997 - 1998 sch ool Subway and other local restauyear Sept. 16 and 17. Western rants. The organization that
Kentucky Regional Blood Cen- h as the most donors will
ter contributed the staff and receive a pizza party.
equipment to conduct the
This year Murray State is in
event.
competition with Middle Ten·
There was a t u rnou t of nessee State University which
approximately 320 people, will hold its blood drive next

•Blood Drive: Student
Government Association
collects 320 pints of blood
for the Red Cross.

Family Weekend Celebration
Friday, Sept. 19
8:30 a.m. Attend classes with your student

blood drive

week . M urray State won t he
1996 com petition with UT
Martin, with 284 pints of blood
compared to UTM's 218. The
school with the most units of
blood collected will receive a
trophy.
Robbin Wise, public relations
di rector for Western Kentucky.
Regional Blood Center stressed
the need for .all blood types.
There is a n extreme need for
A and 0 + type blood, because
this is most commonly used .
"There was a sh ortage this
past summ er due to th e hot
weather and we are trying to
build our supply back up. The
"Blood Cen ter was not able to
go out to companies as they

The Western
Kentucky
Regional Blood Center encourages students who have n ever
donated before to start now.
Wise said that it is easier to
start givin g blood wh en you are
younger. The older you are the
less likely you are to donate
for th e first tim e.
Ch es Clark, freshman from
Whitesville, said he gave blood
"because it is just 20 minutes
of pain for someone else's life :"

Sepl 17
4:40 p.m. Malfunction in fire alarm on first floor Faculty Hall.

Sept.18
4:17a.m. John E. Eames arrested for possession of less than 8 oz. of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. A complaint of marij~ana o~or_was ~eceived
and Eames allowed housing personnel and University Pollee 1nto h1s room.
·He was taken to the Calloway County Detention Center.

Racer Escorts • 34
Motorist Asslsta·1 0
Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess, assistant news edffor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

ac:

The EDGE

Noon

(TBA)

usually d o during the summer
due to the worker s health in
t h e heat. We are currently
holding our college blood .drives
and will be going into t he high
schools this fall."'

Sept. 16
•
9:38 a.m. Vehicle leaking gasoline reported in the parking lot near Pog~
library. Hazardous materials personnel reported to scene. The Murray F1re
Department dispatched to water the area down.
4:08 p.m. John Rader reported the theft of $50 from his room In White College.
10:24 p.m. Female reported to Public Safety that she was was assaulted off
campus. She was transported to Murray Police Departm~~t. ~ na.ture of
the assault was not disclosed . Murray Police Department IS 1nvesbgat1ng the
attack.

Kick off the Fall season with a sale-abration

Satur day, Sept. 20
Tent City Area
u Novelty Activities
Derby Bungee
Double Shot Basketball
Giant Slide
Rock Wall
Miniature Golf
u Residential College Competition
u Bands and Djs
u Food and Beverages
(available for purchase)
'UUnive rsity Store
MSU logo apparel
7:30 p.m. Racers vs. SEMO
Stewart Stadium
Call 762-4895 for tickets
10 p .m.
Drive-In Movie

on the scene to assist.

406 s. t2th

753-7435

sept. 22- 27 only •
Plan for Homecoming NOW! I

*Register for 2 FREE
leather belts to be
given away
Sept. 26 6: 27.

*With any
$50 purchase or
more of Arbon
cosmetics, receive a
FREE hand cream or
Also free facials from
cleansing gel.
Arbon cosmetics

*Bring In your MSU J.D.
fortS% off regular
priced merchandise.
(lxclucllna Arbon cosmeclc
JewelrJ 11 belts.)

Also receive a FREE
Arbon skincare
Packette

Tent Citv area

OMEGA
aeeepti
for Fall
AVAILABLE 7VESDAY, SEPT. 29

The

s....." """'-• . , _

"Hoodlum"
(R)
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I

---=

I

iU ntinus Saturday cl Sunday
Monday-Thursday Nights
Studtnt) pay tm(l! SJ K'ilh ,\ ISU J. D.

English
Patient
On Home Video
Monday thru Thursday
ALL TAPES & GAMES
2 for $3 .. 00

Ji you have any questions, please call Shawn Smee at -7 6Z-69S1

,.,

'
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What should be the top

priority of the Student Government Association?

N--.me: Deon
Mimms
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Louisville
.. Dorm·maintenance. A lot of
them are
raggedy and torn down."

Name: Carrie
Lathus
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Hickman
"To hear the
voice of the students. If there
is a problem, they should take
into consideration how other
students feel."

Racism is a problem. The problem
is no different in Murray, Ky., than in
any other part of the United States.
In the past week the community of
Calloway County has observed firsthand how racism can strike at any
time.
One week ago today an AfricanAmerican family discovered that
their yard had been trashed with
hate mail. The resident stated that
she had never before experienced
racism.
Racism can be seen in many forms.
Hate mail is a very blatant form, but
other forms, more subtle forms, are
just as hurtful. '
Renee Rowland, director of '
African-American Student Services

Our Vieu)
Issue:
An African-American family was
terrified last Friday to find their
yard trashed with hate mail.

Position:

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
C.D. Bradley
Editor-in-Chief
Mandy Wolf
Associate Editor
John K. Moore
News Editor
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
Viewpoint Editor
Sarah Wight
College Ute Editor
Greg Stark
Sports Editor
Seth Dixon
Photography Editor
Jason Dlck
Advertising Manager
Bruce Rudd
On-Line Editor
The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the advisership of Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed
are those of the editors and other signed
writers. These opinions do not necessarily represent the v1ew of journalism faculty
or the Umversity. This is an offic1al publication of Murray State Umverslty.

People have been accustomed to
making distinctions between the
races. Especially on television, distinctions are made and actors play
stereotypes. When was the last time
that you watched a program that
was not dominated with one racel

Racism is not a geographical problem, but as a community we must
work together to end racism and
prevent further segregation.

Students here can make an effort
to stop whatever segregation that is
currently happening and try to prevent any future tensions from arising.

and Retention, said that a main
cause of racism stems from stereotypes and generalizations.
"No one can determine anything
about a person's character by their
appearance, but people continue to
make assumptions," Rowland said.

If you find yourself uneasy around
people who are not like you, try to
find the reasons why you are
uncomfortable. If you are afraid that
you may say something to offend
someone, then re-evaluate your
thinking.

Cultural diver~ity is increasing at
Murray State University. It is important for the students to stop racism
and cut off all assumptions and
stereotypes before it becomes an
. overwhelming problem.
If any students wish to show their
support for the family who received
the hate mail, there will be a rally in
front of the courthouse Sunday at 2
p.m. All members of the community
are welcome to participate.
It is necessary for the students of
Murray State and the people of Calloway County to take a stand against
racism.
Finally, remember that saying nothing is the same as giving permission.

Parking unsatisfactory
As I walk from my dorm to my class,
the newsroom or wherever my two
legs want to carry me, I observe people
walking, people chatting and people
driving through the parking lot like
mad looking for parking spots.
Parking is not OK yet. In fact, it is
getting worse - all the time (it can't
get better). It can get better if the University employees would stop trying to
make the campus beautiful and recognize the students' needs.
l see problems with more things
than parking, like the meal plans, but
parking is still the biggest problem on
campus. There is less parking, with
more students. It sounds like asphalt
inflation to me.
One morning, when 1 walked to my
car, I saw many people parked on the
grass, with blue tickets all down the
line.

Name: Elizabeth
Stanley
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Frankfort
"Their priority
· should be getting all students
Involved on campus or bringing in more entertainment."

Odnny Voweii/ The News

September 19, 1997

Ignoring racism constitutes acceptance

Name: jason
Lovett
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Murray
"To enhance the
ways students
cope with their
change from home life to col·
lege life."

Name: Mathew
Fletcher
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paducah
"Freshman
parking should
not be an issue.
They should worry about Public Safety handing out more
tags than there are spaces."

The Murray State News

My View
GREG STARk

Murray State is a nice place to go to
school. We like to make good gTades,
but we also need things to make us
better students and make us feel more
at home.
It seems that there are parking
spaces with a ratio of one space for
five students. We need more pavement or concrete for students to park
Mfont we ~a b\18t of Rainey T. WeU.
in the Quad.

If people can't find a place to park,
then they have no options, so they
must park on the grass, especially
those who hold yellow passes or higher.

Right now,life on campus makes me
want to live off-campus where I can
live in peace and not worry about
going to Nova Scotia to find a parking
spot or deal with a false fire alarm at
4:30 in the morning.

With Hart Deli moving its services
over to Fast Tracks, there is blue
parking right next to Hart Hall still in
use for employees of Hart Deli. The
obvious solution is to make that student parking.

The only thing we can do is appeal,
probably to no avail, tickets or penalties that we.receive for things that the
University deems wrong, or we can
protest the wrongs, such as parking,
publicly.

What the University will probably
do is put pretty flowers and grass in
that space- for University beautification.

Greg Stark is the Sports Editor of The
Murray State News.

YourVieLvs
Anti-Greek commentary
disturbs sorority
To the Editor:
When an attack was waged on Murray State's Greek system in The Murray State News last week, we're sure
that every person on this campus was
expecting this week's paper to be full
of angry letters from members of the
Greek community. After all, those
cocky, arrogant sorority and fraternity
members wouldn't sit back and calmly
let independents attack their precious
"superficial" organizations, right?
Well, we hate to disappoint you, but
you're just not going to get an angry
melodramatic response from us.
Although the writer of the commentary tried to be condescending and
close-minded. about the Greek system
in an effort to ruffie our feathers with
her negative opinions, Higgins' column did little more than give us a few
good laughs. Greek member or Independent, we're all poor college kids.
living in less than perfect rental property, trying to get a degree and make
something more of our lives. The suggestion that we can afford to "buy" 130
friends is pretty comical. Exactly how
much would that cost anyway?
The point is, we are very secure in
our decision to become Greek and
most of us feel as though it was one of
the best decisions of our lives. It is
hard to get your feelings hurt by someone who is ignorant of the thing they
are attacking. It's funny that we are
open-minded enough to support a person's choice to not go Greek, _yet inde-

pendente are judging us for our decision. We recognize that Greek life is
not for everyone and hope that each
student will do what will help him/her
to get the most out of college life.
We can't imagine trying to "pressure" anyone into joining our organization, and unless you know something that we don't, we are quite sure
that all of Murray's Greek members
have joined by their own free will.
Who knows, maybe we have just
missed all of the "go Greek" brain-,
washing seminars. We'd love to witness one of those if anyone knows
when the next one is planned.
So to those of you who are judging
u..~. or any other group, race or ethnic
group for that matter, without experiencing what we support for yourself,
we hope that one day you will open
your eyes to all of the different kinds
of people in this world and make the
most of each of them.
We thank you for the laughs and for
reminding us bow much we really do
care about each other.
One more thing, does paying $7 a
year to be a member of a Girl Scout
troop constitute buying your friends?
Just wondering!
AJpha Gamma Delta
Housecrew
Ryan Moore

Congressman
recalls
the life of a Senator
To the Editor:
It was a very gray day at the State

Capitol Friday afternoon as news of legislator, Sen. Green never forgot he
the untimely death of Sen. Jeff Green, was elected by the people to serve the
D-Mayfield, made its way through people. He served them very well.
Before all legislators' offices were
offices and committee rooms among
his friends and colleagues. I was moved to the upper floors of the Capishocked and saddened when I learned tol Annex, my office and those of other
of the passing of a man who was lawmakers - including Sen. Green's
undisputedly one of Kentucky's great- - were located in the basement of the
est statesmen.
Annex. It was there that I learned the
Like most of his colleagues in the most important part of this strong
General Ac;sembly, I have spent the leader's life was his family, including
past few days recalling Sen. Green's his wife, Sharon, and their two young
spirit of change, reflected visibly in his sons, Tyler and Alex. As I sat a few
work as co-ehairman of the Legislative feet away from him in our basement
Task Force on Domestic Violence. His cubicle offices on his 40th birthday, I
work on the task force led to the overheard him tell someone of his love
statewide VINE (Victim · Information for family which deepened my already
and Notification Everyday) automated gTeat respect for him.
telephone system, which notifies
It was Sen. Green's duty to family
crime victims of their attacker's which convinced him not to run for \
release from jail or prison. Tougher Lieutenant Governor in 1995 amid
penalties and tough training for those speculation of a possible gubernatorial
involved in law enforcement and crim- campaign with Louisville Mayor Jerry
inal casework also resulted from the Abramson or Jefferson County Judgework of the Task Force.
Executive Dave Armstrong. He personally told me that he worried of the
In both his public and private roles,
effect of the campaign on his wife and
Sen. Green proved that he was gensons and that he felt that time would
uine, intelligent and sensitive to othbe better spent playing baseball with
ers' feelings. I will always remember
Tyler and AJex.
him as a politically astute leader who
was sensitive to others' feelings. I will
Sen. Green was a great husband, a
always remember him as a politically great father and a great state senator.
astute leader who was always finn,
All across the Commonwealth we will
but always fair. ( saw this in his work feel his loss for years to come.
as chairman of the Capital Projects
and Bond Oversight Committee, on
which I served with him as a member.
I now recall with admiration the care
he took to make sure tax dollars were Jim Wayne
well spent.
State Representative of the 35th DisAs one would expect of an exemplary trict

OPED
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Student says ban on open parties ·unfair
I admit that when I came to Murray
State University in the Fall of 1993 I
In My
had no intentions ofjoining a fraterni·
CJpi11ion
ty. I strived to get good grades and
adjust to college after growing up pri·
marily in a small town. I had not given
ADAM
the Greek system a second thought
WOODRING
until my R.A. (who just happened to
be Greek) invited my suitemates, my
roommate and myself to an open party
that was being hosted by his fratemi- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - ty. It was this invitation and the many
that followed that sparked my interest
in not only the Greek System but in
the fraternity that I am a part of now.

It is a safe assumption to say the
story is the same with most Greeks at
Murray State in 1997. I bet that the

ties that influenced me (and coincidentally some of my friends) are no
more. The Interfraternity Council
(lFC) has passed a proposal stating
fraternities are no longer able to gather with non-Greeks by the means of an
open party.

majority of the fraternity men were
introduced to Greek life about the
same way as I, an open party. For
those not familiar with the term
"open" party, an "open" party is a
gathering of students, both Greek and
non-Greek, for the sole purpose of having a good time.
AP, of Tuesday, however, these par-

Not only did IFC take away such
parties, but to attempt to insure that
their proposal would pass, they used a
"bullying" tactic when they informed
the fraternities voting against the rule
that their respective headquarters
would be contacted concerning their
negative vote.
Why would IFC pass such ,a propos-

al? Could it be to influence "going
Greek?" I can't see how taking away
the one thing that both Greeks and
non-Greeks enjoy would increase anyone's interest in joining a fraternity.
An open party had been the means
for Greeks and non-Greeks Lo interact
after a hard day or week of classes.
The problem with this possible reason
is everybOdy is Greek or not Greek for
a reason other than open parties.
Whether it be financial or social reasons, a person should not be forced to
join a fraternity to have fun. A person
should join for their own reasons.
Why should fraternities be forced to
discriminate on who is allowed on
their private property and who is not?
One of my best friends, according to
the new IFC policy, is no longer
allowed at parties at my fraternity
house because he is not Greek. Nor is
the younger sibling of one of my fraternity brothers. Even though they
are blood related, he is not allowed at
a party at our house or we will be fined
$500 for the first time he comes over
".illegally." Thus, we are getting fined

for having non-Greek friends.
Granted, IFC is the governing body of
fraternities, but wouldn't it be nice if
we included the whole campus?
If IFC hopes to promote Greek life,
1
then why are non-Greek females not
excluded from this proposal as well?
What kind of image does IFC want
to have when they propose, "From the
end of rush until the beginning of
finals week, fraternity parties will be
all Greek. FEMALES WILL BE
EXCUSED FROM THIS RULING."

from what I think it will.
I believe this proposal will d1vidc a ·
campus that, through the residential
college!!!, has tried to become more unified. To say that IFC will incruase
Greek numbers by restricting who can
· and cannot come to a fraternity party
and by fining those who do not comply
will do more harm than good.
Threatening to contact the headquarters of opposing fraternities - as
IFC has treated numerous times to
do- is like calling someone'~:~ mom
Don't get me wrong, I enjoy having when they aren't playing by their
females at our parties. But if this pro- rules.
posal is to promote Greek life, then
Fraternities at Murray State Uniwhy do they have the right to say that versity need to wake up and see what
one group is allowed but not another, the negative consequences of this poli·
when they are basically the same cy will have. It will alienate a portion
group, only different p;enders?
of the students that it wants to reach
What kind of message does IFC and will place a gap between IFC and
. want to send out to the student popu- the fraternities that it governs.
lation of Murray State University women don't have to be Greek to have Adam Woodring is a Senior Public .
fun, but for men to have fun, they had Relations major from Eddyvzlle, Ky.
better join a fraternity?
and is the Vice President of Sigma Chi
What IFC hopes to accomplish is far Fraternity.

Wag gives
refuge
In My
Opi11icnz
BARRY WINFIELD

float for the homecoming parade, create a
newsletter, and increase awareness through
sidewalk chalk drawings. The group has held
bake sales in the past and is considering joining
Tent City.
Although the group regularly meets on Tuesday nights at 8 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of
the Curris Center, plans of beginning off-campus
meetings on Fridays have been discussed. These
meetings would focus on the discussion aspect of
the club, whereas the first meetings of the week
would deal with upcoming events and new business.
I support the SPA and its ideals. I find the
meetings and its discussions to be interesting.
The pagan religions themselves offer a new perspective on life and the basis of our beliefs. Like
members of all religious student organizations, I
plan on attending them when I can. They are
interesting to me. 1 fully encourage students who
are interested in sharing their own beliefs with
others to attend an SPA meeting.

Across the counter tattoos speak about the
different power sources of the cells.
Two girls come in, Hi and Hello.
A remmi is a shot of espresso and coffee.
Irish cream is Irish cream.
Some beards, some bald. I wish they would
move on with the conversation that I'm hearing.
Sitting here snug in a booth with the walls
all techno colored by friends. Some wild
singing comes from the other side of these
walls. I could throw dice about what's going
on, but that wouldn't crack the tusk.
It's strange how things mature. I was going
to try to open a coffeehouse here about the
same time this one opened.
"It's better this way," John says to me. "'We
can play here instead."
And we did, and we do...
Art. Music. Poems. Talk. Play.
Little nervous girl robs Wal-Mart for thousands of dollars. We fox-trot-wattoosie on dollar signs.
I drink coffee because it's a drug and drugs ...
well, they aren't so bad when the sugar is,not
necessary to push it down and the art on the
walls whispers to each other about what's
moving.
This place is called the Wag Coffeehouse.
The name was borrowed from a poem. It's in
Murray, I don't know what gave Murray its
name.
I sit and drink good coffee, and eat a sand·
wich. Listen to conversations. Most the time
it's just a little more off center than a trampoline.
The pool tables bother me; even· though I
play pool every time I'm here. It's a mid-south
Greenwich village with a twist of watc~m1elon .
There's music here; it's live on the weekends.
It's jukeboxed-up during the week.
It's in the throat kitchen when the day cook
is in.
It's in your hands on Thursday's open mic.
You don't understand it? Mraid? It's not like
other places I've met time travelers and gua·
camole indians, Mosenbe weather changer
and hesitant deductors.
It's get me up at 7:00 gonna' feed ya' while
it's on your mind. Bavarian chocolate, brt!Rkfast burrito. In her dream someone died, the '
killer wore a tribal mask.
These are the days of fast moving for me.
I've seen a lot of beans being ground in dlfferent parts of America.
Not much time. So it's late here. Not much of
the buck eye view there and a lot of sorry l'm
late in the middle of the week again. But,
always time for a sit down with Joe who waits
like a good dog starving for attention.

Harry Rowen Bash is a contributor for The Murray State News.

Barry Winfudd, from Hopkinsville, is a cook for
The Wag Coffeehouse.

Piercings·, tattoos offer individuality
Out with the ears and in with the weird. What
was once considered freaky has now turned into
the latest craze. I'm talking about body art (tattoos) and body piercing. Slowly spreading
throughout campus, tattoos and body piercing
have become the newest form of self expression.
For $15 to $100, a student can have piercings
almost anywhere on their body including the
nose, madison (neck), nipples, tongue, chin,
navel, eyebrow and those cozy, below the belt
exotic piercings.
Also, for a little more money and a little more
pain, one can have their body used as a canvas
for a body print specialist to stencil on. Tattoo
prices vary within a wide range. It's common to
spend a couple hundred dollars on one design.
Most tattoo artists can even stencil a customers
handmade design. They're not just for bikers

In. My
Opinion
Jason Smith

can't have the same look their entire life it's too
boring!
Parents, teachers, and students alike may find
it difficult to understand why someone would put
these foreign substances on and in their body.
'The answer is beauty. Since ancient times, men
and women have sought piercings and tattoos as
a form of beautifying ones outward appearance.
The 90s are no different, although techniques are
a lot more advanced.
Today's businesses are approved by health
departments and are more sterile, sanitary, and
safe than ever before.
I recommend that before you have anything
added to your body, check out the businesses' earlier jobs.

anymore!
In fact everyone is starting to grasp on to the
· body decorating style. Maybe it's the freedom of
college or the desire to be "cool". Personally I find
tattoos and piercing very sensual. This is the
main reason I got my piercing - plus the fact
that I needed a change of appearance. A person Jason Smith is a freshman from Frankfort.

Pagan Association means business
Despite an unusual "theme" song, the Student
Pagan Association is one of MSU's newest and
most interesting student organizations. Since its
formation early last spring, the SPA has developed into an extremely active club consisting of
about 25 members.
The Student Pagan Association's main interest
is its religious discussion group. The SPA prides
itself on its openness to the opinions of others.
'l'he group's creed states that its main objective
is "tolerance above all else, and the search for
truth."
Although a pagan is defined as someone who is
not a member of the world's three main branches
of religions (Christianity, Judaism, and Islam),
many religions have been represented at the
meetings including Christianity, certain native
American religions, and Paganism.
Along with being a discussion group, the SPA
also serves as a support group for the religious
minorities on campus. Students who either practice or are interested in the various religions considered to be pagan consider SPA a place to meet
and socialize with other students with similar
interests.

In My
()pinion
H ARRY ROWEN BASH

The members of the group constitute a variety
of religions. Although the members spawn from
of a diversity of religious persuasions, each
strong in his or her own beliefs, tolerance and
acceptance penneates the character of the organization.
Students may have wondered why the Student
Pagan Association was originally formed. lL was
formed as a group to represent the religious
minority on campus. Representation is the reason most student organizations are fonned. The
SPA is no different.
In the coming weeks, the SPA plans to participate in many events. Members plan to build a

New-s
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Freshman Senate Election
scheduled for Sept. 29

Honored alumni

•Election: Fifteen freshman vie for two this year and that out of the 22 freshmen
senate positions in upcoming election com- who ran last year, six of those applied the
day of the deadline. He said the deadline to
pared to 22 last year.
BY JASON

apply for this year'S' elections is noon today
in the SGA office, which is located on the
first floor of the Curris Center.

KEMP

STAff WRITER

Chri~

Weatherly/The New:.

Rep. Freed Curd speaks at Wrather Museum thanking those in attendance for the
honor of receiving the Golden Horseshoe Award. Mike Hamilton and Dr. Janice
Weaver were also recipients of the award. The award was given for service to the University from. The winners are nominated and selected by members of the MSU Alumni Association. The ceremony took place on Wednesday and marked the beginning of
Murray State University's 75th diamond anniversary.

A common complaint some University officials have about students is that they lack
initiative to make use of all the opportunities offered to them on a college campus.
Whether it is failing to attending important seminars on financial aid, seminars on
how to adjust to college life, or not voting,
college students are not perceived as
activists.
However, freshmen students will have an
opportunity to become involved Monday,
Sept. 29 by participating in the Freshman
Senate Elections to be held in the Curris
Center dance lounge on the second floor.
Jeff Vaughn. Freshman Senate Election
coordinator, enid even though elections are
a little more than a week away, preparations are being made and he is expecting a
good turnout.
"As of now, we have 15 people running for
Freshman Senate compared with the 22 we
had last year," he said. ''We are expecting
about the same turnout as we did last year
because some freshmen wait until the last
day to apply."
Vaughn said two electees will be chosen

"Freshmen senators are representing the
entire freshman student body," Vaughn
said. "They work office hours, give seminars
to the freshman body and voice freshman
concerns to the Student Government Association. They are basically the link between
the SGA and freshman students."
Vaughn said that only freshmen who have
paid a student activity fee are allowed to
vote. He also said it is important to have a
good voter turnout.
"Normally we have a pretty good turnout
of freshmen voters," Vaughn said. "Last
year we had 400 freshmen vote, which was
about 20 percent of the student population."
Keri Bazzell, one of two freshman elected
to the Freshman Senate during the 19961997 school year. said getting involved as a
freshman has benefits.

"I was involved in the student government
at my high school, so 1 knew I wanted to
become involved (in Freshman Senate)," she
said. "When I was elected, I had to work on
committees, do a couple of office hours per
week, and go to things like freshman orientation to talk to them about SGA. It has
kind of ~een a big change from high school,
but I am adjusting."

Terrapin Station

920 S. 12th St.
Bel-Air Center
753-8926

12 Year
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Anniversary

SALE

Sept. 19-26
t}New and
lJsedt}• Compact Discs
• Cassette Tapes

THINGS TO DO WITH SCISSORS.
Do the right ~hing .
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Cut out these
MasterCard Exclusives"
coupons and present
them along with your
MasterCard' card and
you'll cut costs on all
kinds of good stuff. Which
feels a lot better than a
sharp stick In the eye.

Exclusives- ·
FOR COLLEGE

Other Specials

throughout the store.
Also:
Posters, Stickers,
Blacklights, Rock Caps
Rock Tee Shirts,
Music Video

BEST SELECTION!
LOWEST PRICES!
Now Open:
Mon.-Thurs. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sun. 1 - 5 p.m.
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Hancock Biological Station ROTC to close
marks 25 years of research
•Closing: Lack of funding
forces closure of ROTC.

•Anniversary: Hancock
Biological Station celebrates its 25th anniversary as leading scienceteaching facility.
HARRY ROWEN BASH
CONTRIIUTING WRITER

When you think of biology do
you think of spending hours
trying to memorize cell structures from a text book, or do
you picture yourself tucked
away at a cabin near Kentucky
Lake where you can conduct
field research first hand?
If the second option appeals
to you more, you are not alone.
In fact, Murray State has
been helping students and faculty members get biology
research experience for the last
25 years at the Hancock Biological Station.
"We are very fortunate to
have the Hancock Biological

Station," said Susan Hendricks, stream ecologist.
"This is a very unique institution for Kentucky and, in
fact, for this region in general."
The Biological Station serves
as an educational facility
where classes are taught, but
Hendricks said it is also a
growing research institution.
During the last six to seven
years, Hendricks said the Biological Station has received
funding from outside sources
including: the National Science
Foundation, the Department of
Energy, the Environmental
Protection Agency and the
Kentucky Division of Water.
The state of Kentucky also
selected the Biological Station
as a site for The Center of
Excellence and Reservoir
Research.
During the last five to six
years, facility improvements
have been made at the. Station.
These
included
adding
research cabins for undergrad-

uates and for those working on
their Masters research.
Hendricks said after · 25
years, the station has great
hopes for the future. She said
more faci lity improvements are
being considered such as the
addition of a greenhouse.
While the Station has not yet
received recognition beyond its
grant funding, Hendricks
anticipates great things in the
future.
"This kind of Biological Station is relatively a new co.ncept," she said.
"I would imagine that we will
gain some recognition when
our research gets out and into
the literature, and we become
even more well recognized both
nationally and internationally."
Both Hendricks and David
White, director of the biological
center, speak favorably of the
role that the facility has played
in the education of biology students through the y~ars.

White noted that students
take at least one to two classes
at the center before graduation.
"The purpose of this type of
education is to gain a practical
understanding of the theories
learned in a classroom setting,"
he explained.
White said a student can
walk out of a class lecture and
study the exact law of nature in
a real-life setting.
"Students get experience in
science and they learn how to
conduct research," Hendricks
said.
"This is a very valuable lab
experience for the students,
and it is a great opportunity to
interact with faculty members
who are specialists.
Black noted, "Students that
have graduated from Murray
State have gone on to state and
federal government regulatory
and research agencies and well
as to teaching careers in biology."

last year to condense their
two remaining years into one
year.
Jackson said the program is
also
considering allowing stuBY D ONALD LAWSON
STAff WRITfR
dents who still wish to attend
classes at MSU to commute to
Austin
Peay State University
After 45 years at Murray
in
Clarksville,
Tenn., for
State University, the Army
ROTC
classes
and
training.
Reserve Officers Training
The
final
decision
has
yet to
Corps (ROTC) will officially
be
made,
he
said.
close its doors Sept. 30.
Another effect the closing
Capt. Jimmy Jackson,
have on the University ·
will
chairman of the military sciand
the
surrounding commuence department, said the
nities
will
be the discontinuclosing is due to military
ing
of
all
ROTC elective
downsizing.
courses
such
as
physical con"We are not able to man all
ditioning,
rifle
marksmanROTC units," he said.
ship
and
Army
orientation
One of the issues concernand
land
navigation.
ing the close of the ROTC proThe loss of ROTC has some
gram was alternatives stustudents
upset. JcfTVaughan,
dents who had received
a
senior
from Union, S.C. is
ROTC scholarships.
one of those students.
Jackson said that all schol"I was surprised to find out
arship students were given
that
it (ROTC) was closing
the option of transferring to
lrfter
it had been rebuilding,"
another school that offered
he
said.
ROTC.
Vaughan came to Murray
Another option was allowState on a two-year ROTC
ing students who were juniors scholarship.
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OnCtnnpus
Old fashioned fair
land Between the
Lakes' "An 1850 County
Agricultural Fair" will be
held Saturday. from I0
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
south end of the area
near Dover, Tenn. For
more information, call
LBL at (502) 924-2020.

ru --

1ujhrough the
c

Upcoming fair

\

'\

Piney Campground will
host Campers' fair on saturday and Sunday. Hours
are I 0 a.m . to I 0 p.m. on
Saturday and I 0 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Sunday. For more
information, call LBL
Operations Department
at (502) 924-2040.

Students cope with depression
extremely emotional.
"I started crying about everything and there
was no logical explanation," she said.
You tell yourself you're just having a bad day,
Stacy found herself wanting to sleep a lot and
that things just didn't go well -that's why
withdrawing from people and normal activities.
you're upset. Then YO.U remember, that was the
"I didn't want to see anybody because that
same reason you gave yourself yesterday and
would mean that I would have to be happy and
the day before, as well.
friendly, and I didn't want to be happy and
Having a long period of "bad days" can be the friendly," she said. "I didn't want to go to work.
beginning stages of Depression, said Bill
I didn't want to go to class. I didn't want to go
Allbritten, director of the Counseling and Testanywhere. 1 just wanted to sit in my room and
ing Center.
do nothing but be a vegetable."
Depression is the most widely reported men"That got old because that's not my personalital illness nationally, Allbritten said. At some
ty."
point in their lives about 20 percent of the popDealing with depression can take a severe
ulation will experience serious depression.
mental toll on it's victims. Duncan said people
Depression varies widely in
- -- - - - - - - - - suffering from depression often
severity, but in its most serious
feel worthless, like they are a
staget:> it can be a life-threaten"I wanted people failure.
ing illness.
"They might believe that no
to think that I
"lt is always a possibility that
one loves them," Duncan said.
had it all togeth- "They think all kinds of negathese cases could led to suicide,"
said Renae Duncan, director of
er. I didn't want tive things, especially about
the Psychological Center.
and the person
them to see that I themselves
However, Allbritten warned,
they are."
just because you're upset about
was really falling ..I felt really alone," Kim
something like a fight with your
said. "I felt like I was the only
apart."
parents, a bad test or a financial
one who felt this way."
problem does not mean you
-KIM*. JUNIOR
"When you're hitting that
have a serious mental illness.
- - - - -- - - - - - low spot it feels like nobody is
..We all feel stress, anxiety
out there. It just seemed like I
and worry- that is not a mental illness," he
was so low that nothing would ever look up and
said. "When it becomes lengthy and makes you
go my way again -like things were_always
dysfunctional, preventing you from doing comgoing to be like that and nothing would ever
mon tasks, that's when there is something to
get better and get back to the way they were
worry about.
before."
"What we're looking for is changes over a long Seeking h elp
period of time. We all have down periods. When
Feelings like these will not just disappear.
it is recurring daily and makes it impossible to
Allbritten said anyone who experiences sympfunction in the way they once did, it becomes
toms of depression should seek the help of a
clinical."
professional.
SARAH WIGHT

Sell your
screenplay

CoLLEGE

Multipl.e Hollywood production companies are
seeking new material to
produce for film and television. There is an initial
entry fee of $45 and a
$20 fee for each additional entry. Unlimited entry
is allowed. Contest ends
Dec. I . For more information call Industry's Productions at (31 0) 7121607.

Internship
opport unities

9

I

Applications are now
· being accepted for more
than I ,200 expense-paid
positions available through
' the Student Conservation
Association. Positions are
available throughout the
year in public lands
around the United States.
For more information visit
the SCA home page at
www.sca-inc.org.

C ity-wide ya rd sale
West Kentucky's biggest,
city-wide yard sale is
tomorrow. Maps with
descriptions of the items
are available at the Murray
Tourism Commission
office or at any participating yard sale. For more
information, call Ju~y.
Andy or Jennifer at 7592199.

Causes of de pression

Fellowship
ava ilable
The National Science
Foundation will award
approximately 1,000 new
Graduate Research Fellowships to support graduate study in science,
mathematics and engineering. Deadline for
entering is Nov. 6. For
more information call the
NSF Graduate Research
Fellowship Program at
(423) 241-4300.

Volunteers need ed
The Community
Resource Fair is being
held Sept. 27 from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Curris
Center. Volunteers are
needed to help process
clothing. For more information call 753-3070.
753 -3879 759-9592. 7594255, or 153-1751.

Compiled by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Ufe Editor

LtH EolloR

Sympto~s

of Depression

·Withdrawal from normal social activities
• Lost interest in things once <:onsidered
enjoyable
·Change in behavior
• Disturbed sleep or increased sleep
·Eating problems - increase or decrease in
amount of food intake
· Having thoughls about death or suicide
· Lack of energy
• Feelings of worthlessness or guilt
· Lack of concentration
• Unhappiness
source: Bill Allbritten, director of counseling and Testing, and Renae
Duncan, director of the PSychological Center

· Clinical depression is not a very selective illness, Allbritten said. It has very little prejudice
in who it effects and why. Clinical depression
affects .People of all races, ages and cultural
backgrounds fairly evenly, only showing some
favoritism in the area of gender, with a higher
percentage of women affected than men.
Not only does clinical depression affect different types of people, but it also affects them for
different reasons.
"Anything can trigger it," Duncan said.
"Sometimes we can trace it back to some sort of
traumatic or stressful event. But sometimes we
don't do a real good job of finding what trig·
gered it"
Kim*, a Murray State junior is one of the
lucky one:. who .is now able to see the reasons
behind her· iUness which has helped her on her
road to recovery.
Kim has always been an outgoing person who
liket:> to mvolve herself in many activities, however during her :;ophumore year at Murray
State. Kim found it increasingly difficult to concentrate on her activities and classes. Her
downward spiral landed her in a serious case of
depression that consumed her thoughts and
feelings for almost a year. Kim believes that
her depression wa.s triggered by her frustration
over an eating problem she had struggled with
for year.::;.
Traumutk personal problems and events are
not the only causes of depression.
·
Stacy*, a :;enior, sutl'ered with serious depression for nearly four months last year. She
believes her deprcs~ion was caused by normal
contact with friends.
"The people around me had extremely negative attitude~:~ and that influenced me," she
said. "1 began to develop a really negative attitude toward everything."

Symptoms of dep ression
Depression has n wide variety of symptoms.
Kim said she started noticing sh~ had a problem when she became really short with people
and developed an attitude of not really caring
about anything, lettmg her grades and everything else slide.
Kim also noticed that $he had become

"Just because you feel down does not»mean
you have a mental illness, but often it is helpful
to talk to a professional about why your feeling
that way,• he said.
He added, "You can't just get over it. It (therapy) helps you organize the issues involved.
Individuala siinply can't talk themselves out of
it. Self diagnosis is very dangerous. No one can
ever be objective about themseives."
Fortunately statistics say that nationwide
more college students are willing to seek the
help of professionals.
The Aug. 1 issue of the Chronicle on Hzgher
Education reports that "Campus health officials
say they are seeing as many 88 20 percent of
students in counseling sessions each year, and
they expect the proportion to continue to rise,
as it has over the past several years. Only half
as many were in sessions 88 recently as five
years ago."
•
Allbritten said his experience coincides with
these findings.
"Mental health is out of the closet," he .said.
"It's OK to get treatment now, just as you
would a cough or a heart problem."
Kim sought the help of a doctor after months
of struggling and was finally able to overcome
her illness after being placed temporarily on a
prescription drug. She said everyone suffering
from depression needs to find someone to talk
to.
"Don't worry about what other people might
think of you," she said. "I thi11k everyone has .
their own problems and conflict~o . Find that person that you can really talk to."
Kim admitted that her effort to try to hide
her depression from others only made her situation worse.
"You bold so much inside yourself, and you
don't let that out," she said. "You want people
to think that everything is fine. I wanted people to think that I had it all together. I didn't
want them to see that I was really falling
apart."
Anyone who thinks they might be experiencing Depression can talk with a profcs::rlonal at
the Counseling and Testing Center located in
Ordway Hall or the Psychological Center in
Wells Hall.
*Names have been changed to protect privacy.
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Massage therapy
Mr. MSU participants will take
offered to students tonight's audience out of this world
BY C HRISTY STEPHENS
, CONTRIBUTING WRITfR

If you have been in the
Curris Center on Tuesdays
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. chances
are you have probably noticed
that a new service open for
students, faculty and staff of
Murray State.
The new service is massage
t herapy and it is located on
the second floor of in the
rocking chair lounge.
Jim and Debbie Blakeslee,
owners of Xtreme Relief located in Murray, will bring their
training and expertise in therapeutic massage to the campus every Tuesday for the
remainder of the semester.
The Blakesees are both full time students and are both
nationally certified in therapeutic massage and bodywork
and TouchPro Certified.
According to the American
Massage Therapy Association.
massages help to improve an
individual's health and wellbeing through hands on
manipulation of muscles and
other soft tissues of the body.
It can benefit people of all
ages physically, mentally and

emotionally. Physically it
stretches and loosens muscles,
improves blood flow and
lymph movement throughout
the body, facilitates the
removal of metabolic wastes
resulting from exercise or
inactivity, and increases the
flow of oxygen and nutrients
to cells and tissue.
Mentally, it provides a
relaxed state of alertness,
reduces mental stress, and
enhances capacity for calm
thinking and creativity. Emotionally, it satisfies a person's
need for caring and nurturing
touch while reducing the anxiety levels in a person.
Massages are priced
according to their length. A
six-minute massage costs $4,
a 10 minute massage $7.50,
and a 15 minute massage $10.
The Blakeslees have a
unique massage chair that
offers comfortable relaxation
while they treat the head,
neck and shoulders, back,
arms, and hands in a traditional acupressure sequence.
The couple offers a money
back guarantee on all massages.

Hair Studio
753-3688
Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

BY KIUSTIN Hill
Wlrto

CONmiUTING

Students P~t-BBing through the Curria Center this week may
have noticed photos of male legs posted. Those curioU8 to fmd
out who those legs belo~ to will have the opportunity to find
out tonight at 7:30 in Lovett Auditorium.
Participants in Mr. MSU contest, who repreaent all aapeets
of campus life, including residential colleges. fraternities and
other organizations, will also show themselves Off in formal
evening wear and answer questions c:oncerning M~ State,
said Emily For bes, director of Mr. MSU for Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. The sorority sponsors the eV~tDt aa a fundraiser for
the arthritis research.
Forbes said M.-. MSU is the largett fundraiiler for their
charity and that in p$8t years it baa made up to $3,000.
The event will feature a Star Ware theme that Forbes considers •a neat theme that guys would 1iU and we [Alpha Omicron Pi] can do a lot with." The Mr. MSU title ia determined
by the total number of points received in three categories.
with a grand total of 140 poeeible.
Mr. Congeniality will also be cboaen by the three judges,
while the candidate with the belt lep will be determined by
how much money he collected in his dollation jar in the Curtis
Center this week.
The Lovett Auditorium crowd will aelec:t the winner in the
aptly~named "crowd tq)peal" competition where each participant will display his talent in some form.
"They don't take it (the talent categt)ry) seriously." said J ennifer Davis, ~ophomore member of Alpha Omicron Pi. "'t's
generally ve-,y comical,"
"There's real talent there - not neeessarily me," Keven
Lowe, sophomore SGA repreeentative iD Mr. MSU, said. "But
it will be fun for all to wateh."

C Stables
Provi~iJ1g
college ¥MM~-I

1701 Hwy. 12 1 By-Pas s

Walk-ins welcome

101 Airport Rd.

Get ready for the 25th annua
Lambda Chi Al
Water
•••••••••••••••

Jason Karsten, J"nlor lualn... ~ MajOr from
leHeville. ILL. pncdces for the taa.nc f1!WC:1on for ~~
Mr. MSU Contest In l.oYett Auditorium.

IlL,..,

•

I
I
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7 a.m. - 3 p.m.

100+ yard sales
over town!
Maps with sites c:l yard sales and descriptions c:l items to be
sold are available for $1 in the Murray'Jburism Commission '·
office at the Commeroe Centre in front c:l the new Wal-mart
~JI)elroenter on Sepeen:d)er 19 from 7'.30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and
Sepeember 20 from 6 a.m. ·noon.
R1r more ~caD 759·2199 or J-800·7lHOQ4.

~~

~~
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Family Weekend starts today Productions offer all majors
opportunity to participate

BY LEE RETZLAFF

CONTIIIUTINC WRIT£1

There will be several unfamiliar faces wandering around campus this weekend. Family
Weekend is here again, and planners hope
this year's event will be better than last
year's.
Last year, the Family Weekend, " ...just didn't work out," said Denise Holcomb of the University Center Board. "Hopefully, it's going to
be bigger than last year."
This year's edition of Family Weekend will
feature a carnival atmosphere. There will be a
rock climb, similar to the one seen on the television show Ainerican Gladiators. Parents and
students will also be able to slide down the
giant sack cloth slide. For those who like bas·

ketball, there will be a shootout. There will
also be a bungee run and a tent city.
Family Weekend consisted of a ~emi-formal
sit down dinner and a tour of the campus last
year. To work around organizations' plans,
all Family Weekend events will take place
before the MSUISEMO football game.
Family Weekend begins with the Mr. MSU
contest 7:30p.m. tonight at Lovett Auditori·
um. Tomorrow will feature Fall Cleaning by
the Show Choir at 1 p.m., intramural volleyball at 1:30 p.m., Greek skits at 2 p.m., tug-owar at 3 p.m., the residential college golf chipping contest at 4 p.m., a Christian rock concert at 5 p.m., performances by the Racer
Girls, Racer Band and MSU cheerleaders at 6
p.m. Tent City activities will take place from
noon until 6 p.m., with the game at 7 p.m.

In the midst of all the scattered fliers posted
across campus, many activities and programs
are ignored. For example there are many
advertisements across campus for several plays
produced by the theater and communications
department.
"Students make up about 60 percent of our
audience, but fd like to see that number go
higher," said David Balthrop, director of the
Speech and Communications and Theater
Department.
Many students who see the advertisements
about auditions seem to believe that the only
people it includes are theater majors, Balthrop
said. That is not true. People of many different
majors are involved in the performances.
Patrick Compton, industries and technology
major from Frankfort, has been involved in several productions, mainly the technical aspects.
"Theater brings together a whole hodgepodge
of skills," he said. "It involves anything from
physics, like when you are trying to arrange
the sets, to psychology, like when the actors are
trying to study the personality traits of a character ."
Compton is not the only non-theater major to
get involved. ·Balthrop said that45 to 50 percent
of the cast and crew from all of our shows have
been non-theater majors.
Keri Coburn, elementary education major
from Waverly, got involved in the theater by
simply reading an audition flier and trying out
for it.
..Anybody can try," she said. "The first time 1

Christian pop star to visit locally
BY DENISE HIGGINS
ASSISTANT COUECE LifE EOITOII

Although he has seven
number-one singles to his
name and has been on tour
with contemporary Christian
artist Ray Boltz, David
Robertson is more concerned
with the ministry than the
performance when he sings.
Robertson will appear in
concert at 11 a.m. Sunday at
the New Life Christian Center on Martin Chapel Road in
Murray. .
Robertson has a long, successful history behind him.

He was the lead vocalist for
the award-winning Imperials
for two years. During that
short time, three out of their
four songs to hit the National
Christian Radio Charts went
all the way to the top.
As the son of a second-generation preacher, Robertson's
roots go back to singing in
church services and camp
meetings, which were led by
his father. Seeing the dedication of his elder family mem·
hers to the ministry through·
out his childhood influenced
him to minister to others.
"He has a real heart for

ministry · less perfonnance
and more ministry," said
Mark Welch, pastor of New
Life Christian Center. "I
don't see him as a pop start
trying to develop a career."
Welch described his music
as pop and appealing to
many different ages.
All University students are
welcome to attend. The concert is free, but a love-offering will be taken for Robertson.
For more infonnation, call
Mark or Karen Welch at 753·
1622, 753-1640, or 753-7217.

i

Scheduled productions
for this semester
• Home
Oct. 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 4. 9-llat 7 p.m.

•Into the Woods

Nov. 13-15 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 16 at 2 p.m.

• Dane~ at Luglmua

December 3-6 at 7 p.m.

• Nice People Dancing to Country
M usic
March 27J 28 April 2-4 at 7 p.m.

..

•17th Annual Dance Concert
April 23-25 at 7 p.m.
*all of the above will be held in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre

131(3 APJ)Lt

Family Owned & Family Operated...
0

tried out for a play 1 actually got the part."
Jason Bratton, music major from Lousiville,
has been in several plays Wld is cast for the
upcoming musical "Into The Woods."
"I took a theater class because I wanted to
become involved in musical theater," he said. •
"At fJist I felt very out of place, but once I
began to'know the people in the department, J
became more comfortable.
"It is very diflcrent. from the music department where everything is structured. In theater everything is very uninhibited, and you
can do whatever you want," he added. "You
really become introspective and learn to do
things that you never thought you could do
before, in fro!lt of a large group of people."

BY BRANDl W ILLIAMS
STAFf W RITER

c

And that makes all the
difference in the world!
COMPARE!
Unlike chain stores where
the owners are never around...
At Our Place I'm Easy To Spot!

U X:AlDJON ...tS.
lllllles SMelt II llltlhiWaJ INti• Mwnt
ftJR\'EAJI, TN
ft1 .Jf7-5191

Senl11gl\tnlc:a•• Food
and Dell Sandwiches
lroto
11 a.m . to 11 p.m.
c... ..... _.c~ ... "·•te~~te

The NEW Seafood Express
with new ownership
and management has:
Daily Luncheon Specials for
$3.99 and $4.99

rauf1ofNNii ___ iNo~iii~il

Charlie's Safe·T
Discount Pharmacy

Sony, no
minors after
9 :30p.m.

Glendale at Whitnell

For your

convenience,
a n expanded
dlnlng room

753-4175

Th e Joy of
Relentless Consistency

I
I
I
I EliCiudee Frida,. U

I
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Ellplre e: J.O/ S/ 97

SiQma Phi Epsilon would like to
welcome our new brothers....
.

.•·

f

•< •
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• Continental Breakfast
• Internal Corridors
• Meeting Rooms
• Indoor Pool

1210 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 759-5910
fax: (502) 759-5912

Tyson o~er
Chad ·Burnett
Tim Clark
·Rob Davis
jeremy Faith
Robert jones
Ben Kellams
Adam Seiber
Chris Williams
'

•

'
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Racers face SEMO
tomorrow at home
The MSU football team
will try to get their second win of the year
tomorrow night at Stewart Stadium. Kickoff is at 7

•Football: Defensive and
offensive breakdowns led
to the Racers' loss to SIU.
B Y G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

•

I

After w inning their first
gitrne of the fall, the MSU
Mustangs will look to go
2·0 with a game against
Rhodes College in Memphis, Tenn. tomorrow at I
p.m.

Ruggers ready to
battle Western
The Murray State women's rugby club team will
play the second game of
their sophomore season
when
they travel to Bowl,
ing Green tomorrow for a
tame against Western
Kentucky University.

Cro ss country
heads to Vanderbilt
After having solid finishes in cross cou ntry, the
~urray State cross countr y team hopes to continue its success as they go to
the Vanderbilt Invitational
at Nashville Saturday.
0

Volleyball makes
Death Va lley swing
The Murray State volleyball team will start its conference schedule tonight
as they play at Eastern
l<entucky and tomorrow
at Morehead State before
heading home for their
first home match of t he
~ eason Tuesday versus
Arkansas State.

Spotlt~ght
Vincent Rainey,
W omen's golf team
Vincent Rainey and the
Murray State women's golf
~earn are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
Rainey was selected by
the CBA's Fort Wayne
Fury in the first round of
~heir draft Monday. Rainey
~lelped lead ' the Racers to
an NCAA tournament
perth this year.
The women's golf team
won their first match of
the year at the Tennessee
Tech Classic in Cookeville,
Tenn. The Lady Racers,
coming off an OVC championship last spring, won
the Classic by four strokes
pver TTU.

. . Hustle/J/a.r
Racer football
Murray State leads 26-4in the annual OVC clash
y.oith Southeast Missouri
~tate. The Racers have
!Won four in a row dating
ack to 1993. MSU's last
~oss to the Indians was in
1992, when the Racers fell
27-21.

•
t

~

"We thought we
had a good
plan. We didn't

execute very
well. We've got to

Men's rugby travels
to take on Rhodes

1
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Loss disappoints Johnson

p.m.
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Source: MSU SportS Information

Last Saturday at Carbondale
Denver Johnson's football Racers found themselves on the
wrong end of the stick against
Southern lllinois University,
amassing a 20-3 lead before
folding in the fourth quarter to
lose 24-20.
Unlike the week before when
the Racers came from behind to
nearly defeat Western Kentucky University, MSU found
itself ahead of Southern Illinois
at the start of the fourth quarter. However, this time the
Salukis played the comeback
role to the hilt and walked
away with their first win of the
season.
The loss was a tough one for
the team said head coach Denver Johnson.
"l'm very disappointed," he
said. "1 thought we had every·
thing under control. I give credit to SIU, those kids came back
with great effort. They found
something ofl~nsively that we
didn't have defensively."
Whiit Johnson spoke of was
the 20-3 advantage that the
Racers held in the fourth quarter until the Salukis' floodgates
opened, scoring 21 unanswered
points, ending with a 34-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback Kent Skor;ua to wide
rece1ver Cornell Craig with
1:33 remaining in the game.
Johnson thought that lack of
scoring in the fourth quarter
led to the Racers' demise.
"We didn' t put any points on
the board," he said . "We
thought we had a good plan.
We didn't t>xccute very well.
We've got to get that saw and
go back to work."
One of the major execution
problems for MSU was converting for more than fie ld goals
within ~coring range. The Racers were inside the 5-yard line
twice in the first quarter, only

get that saw
and go back to

work."
-DENVER JOHNSON.
RACER FOOTBALL COACH

to settle for two Rob Hart field
goals.
"We didn't execute very well
there," Johnson said. "I
thought we got derailed there, I
think Dan (Loyd) was trying to
do too much."
The first-year head coach
said there was not any particular defensive breakdown that
resulted in the Saluki comeback.
"I don't think there is any one
position you can hang it on,"
Johnson said. "I can't really
digest the defense until I look
at it on film."
~er running back Anthony
Downs went out of the game
with a sprained ankle, unher·
alded running back Mat Davis
came in and a dded some punch
to the Racer running game.
"We wer e up 20-3, so we
wanted to give Mat some reps,"
,Johnson said. "1 thought our
deft!use was going to give us
some help. They did a great job.
We just didn't make the play on
the ball to knock it down."
The loss leaves the Racers at
1-2 on the season. The last time
Murray lost two consecutive
games was in 1994, when they
dropped games to Tennessee
State University and Western
IHinois Universitx.
"This one's difficult," Johnson
said. "I felt like we had a better
football team. Potential doesn't
win footbal1 games. We've got
to perfonn better. I think guys
get caught up in their own
potential and the team's potential."

Uanny Vowl'll/ The News

Running back W ilbert Smith is tackled by an SIU defe nde r. Smith le d the Racers in rushing with
137 yards on 19 carries in t he losing e ffo rt t o the Salukis.

Swinton suspended
•Football: Wide receiver
Reginald Swinton will not
see action in the opening
OVC clash with SEMO on
Saturday.

Bv

G REG STARK

~T5 EDifOR

The Racers' effort to win
their second game of the ileason may be hampered by the
suspension of starting w1de
receiver Reginald Swinton.
Swinton, senior from Little
Rock._ .Ark. will be suspended
for the game against Southeast
Missouri, Head Coach Denver
Johnson announced Thursday.
"Reggie has been suspended
indefinitely and will not play in
Saturday':.; game due to violations of team rules and poli·
cies,n Johnson said.

Reginald
Swinton: Racer
wide recetver has

he is ready for the Sept. 27
game at Middle Tennessee.
"I'll be back in practice on
been suspended
Monday," he said.
fot Saturday's
Dennison said he supports
OVC clash w1th
Johnson's decision to b,e nch
SEMO. but
Swinton for the first OVC
expects co be
game of the season.
back practiCtng
"l support coach Johnson 100
Monday.
percent in this," he said. "I
Athletic director E.W. Denni- believe coach Johnson would
son said he belit!ved that the like to give Swinton the chance
suspenswn was an offshoot of to finish his career here at
Swinton's bt!havior toward Murray State, but it has to be
Johnson and the team.
on Johnson's tenns- it has to
"Coach Johnson had some be."
concerns about Regie's attiSwinton is a thr ee-letter
tude," he said . ''They met and player for the •Racers. He
dtHcussed it, and afterward received All-OVC first-team
J11hnson wasn't comfortable, so and 1-AA second-team honors
he dec1ded to suspend hun for in 1996. He became the first
Racer receiver to surpass 1,000
one game."
Swiuton said Thursday that yards in a single season last
he is ready to be back with his yea1· while starting all 13
teammates in practice and that games.

Volleyball aces Evansville trip
•Volleyball: Outside mid- solid team performance with 12
dle hitter Chandra Brash- kills and 19 digs during MSU's
ers made a smashing 15-11, 15-11, 17-15 triumph
over Evansville.
.
return to the lineup against
Brashers, a Washington, Ill.,
Evansville.
native, says she is about 95 perB Y )ASON VAlES
STAFF

Wanu

The Evansville Purple Aces
were hoping to catch the Murray State volleyball team napping in the Racer's final tuneup before the Ohio Valley Conference season begins. However, the Racers reintroduced a
familiar face to help thwart the
Aces' upset bid.
Chandra Brashers, senior
outside hitter, who had virtually missed the entire season,
returned to the lineup Tuesday
night and led an all-around

cent recovered from her pulled
stomach muscle injury and is
glad to be back on the court.
"' was pretty pumped up for
the match," she said , "After
having a rough tournament at
Illinois State, we knew we had
to come back and play the way
we know how to play."
Brashers received plenty of
assistance from her teammates. Sophomores Krista Shu·
mard and Sarah Ernst added
11 and 10 kills, respectively,
while Mica Wojinski provided
her strongest outing of the year
with 19 assists and 10 digs.
Interim head coach Sarah

Dearworth was happy to see every contf.·renet.• match
Brashers back on the court but
"Every conference match we
was even more delighted by the play from here on out is nnporteam effort that was displayed lanl because this team is capa ·
during lhe match - especially ble of winning the conference,"
she said. MEvery -leam in the
the final game.
"We were down in the third OVC is goud enough to beat any
game 14-11 and came back to other team, so we have to be on
wiu 17-15," Dearworth satd. "l our best every match we play."
told the girls if we play evt!ry
Following the Racers !nitial
match like we did the final livtl OVC mat<:hes this weekend,
minutes against Evansvtllc, M!:iU will upen it5 home schednobody could beat us. 'l'hey ule Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
were going after every ball and Cutchin Fieldhouse against the
played together really well ."
Arkansas State Indians iu a
The Racers (6-2) now lum non·conference affair.
their attention to this WL>ckeud
Dearworth said ASU is
and the beginning of the OVC nlways a difficult opponent, but
schedule with road matches she is excited that the team
tonight at Eastern Kentucky finally is going to play in front
and tomorrow a.t Morehead of the home fans.
State University.
"The girls are excited about
Brashers understands how ha~ing a home game and getvital it is for MSU to capture ting the crowd out," she said.

Rainey
drafted
by Fury
STAfF REPORT

Former Murray State
standout Vincent Rainey
was selected early in the
first round of the CBA Draft
Monday night by the Fort
Wayne Fury.
Hainey, a 6'4", 205-pound
guard from Memphis, Tenn.,
was the leading scorer for
the Racers, who earned an
automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament last Spring.
Former Indiana University standout Keith Smart is
the head coach of the Fury.

Fantasy athletics new craze in sports today
There is a new breed of
sports-related activity quickly
growing m poJ)ularity nabon·
wide - an activity in which I
currently participate. It is a
craze that is sometimes free for
those who participate, while
other versions have a fee. The
winner~:~ don't get trophies or
rings, but they can get large
sums of money and great
prizes. The activity I'm talking
about is fantasy athletics.
That's right, fantasy athletks
is the proving grounds for the
armchair quarterback. There
are fantasy leagues in all professional sports, including
baseball, basketball, football,

Sports
Ttt!A~
EDDIE •
G RANT

hockey and even NASCAR rae·
ing.
The premise is simple. In my
case I went to the CNN/Sl website to register for my team in
their fantasy football league
and give it a name. Then I
j~ined a regional league made

up of 10 other teams I compete
against, after which I filled the
various roster positions via a
player draft. In the draft, a
computer assigns different
players to different t.eams.
Once the teams are full, those
players that didn't get chosen
can be claimed on waivers by
team owners. l<~nch week I
choose the players I want to
represent my team.
Each fantasy player earns
points based on their real-life
counterpart's performance in
that week's actual game. For
instance, if Brett Farve threw
23 of 30 with four touchdown
passes, for 172 ynrds. that per-

fonnance could earn a certain then send in entry fees and
number of fantasy points. How- their choices for players, and
t~Vt·r , if he threw thrPe interccp·
are only allowed a couple of
tions, that po111t total would be trades per season. Others
lower.
lengues, like mine, arc free a nd
The individual statistics tor accessible over the Internet.
each fanlasy player on a team's
So my advice to tho~e of you
roster are added up to produce who think you could manage or
u team sc:ort•. That team ~core coach a team better than a
is matched up against the ~core Mike Ditka or a Tony LaRussa
of your fantasy opponent. At is to give it a shot. Who knows,
the end of the regular .season, maybe you will be rewarded for
the team with the best record your efforts or at least learn a
wins a prit.e and the team with few lessons in sports team
the highest overall point total management.
wins a prize.
There are other ways to play. Eddie Grant is the assistant
Some people buy magazines for sports editor for The Murray
various fantasy sports, and State News.

Spo~
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CroSs country teams
finish··in top five at UT-C

Post-sack party

-cross country: The cross country teams Brian Palmer, who •finished ninth overall.
continue their success at UT-Chattanooga Rebekah Christman paced ~he women's squad
with an 11th place finish.
by putting both teams in the top five.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Voweii/ The News
Gary Wheeler, junior linebacker from Louisville is congratulated by two of his team-

mates after tackling SIU quarterback Kent Skornla in last Saturday's game.

Homecoming Queen
Nominations
ijour organization can pick up applications ··
· for Homecoming Queen in the Syrl office.
::t
/!pplications are due at high noon

-

,.

onSept25
Homecoming Queen elections will be on

...

Thursda!f Oct 9 .
Homecoming ro!falt!f will be announced
at thefootball game on Oct. !!.

-%

The Racer cross country team continued its
success last weekend at the Tennessee-Chattanooga Invitational, finishing third in the
men's division and fourth in the women's division.
Chattanooga won the men's division with
Western Kentucky second, while Western won
the women's division with Chattanooga second
and the University ofMemphis third.
Coach Bob Doty expected tough competition at
the event.
"We knew that Chattanooga and Western
would be tough, but our kids had a good work·
out," he said.
The best performer for the men's team was

Doty felt the team improved from their opening win at the Plough Park Invitational.
"All the times improved overall, but we ran
into ·a couple of better teams," he said.
The Racers' next match comes at Vanderbilt
University Saturday in Nashville. Doty said he
had planned for his teams to attend the Western ·
Kentucky meet in Bowling Green, but decided
against it because many OVC teams will be at
Vanderbilt, including Eastern Kentucky, Middle
Tennessee, Tennessee State, Austin Peay, and
Southeast Missouri.
Doty feels that the team will be able to compete with the best of the OVC by the time conference meets start.
,
"I think by the time the OVC gets here we'll be
able to compete with all of them (opposing OVC
teams)," he said. "We feel good about it. This is
the first time I feel we can compete with Eastern
Illinois and Morehead State."

©Free pregnancy tests
g

1'
~~•

© Information about abortion, adoption & parenting '
© Abstinence information &support

kite/zen & home

© Post-<tbortion support group

© Emotional support & guidance
All services free of charge & confidential

-

please call for on appointment.

I

112 Price Moving Safe

I

tjreat 'Bargains Storewiae!

Come visit us at our new focati.on on
Cherry Jf.i{{ :Farm -just past
9-lo.fftnfl:n's '}.[urse'J
Oct, 1.

753-0700 '
1506 Chestnut Street
(Across from the I&T building)

•

408 S. 12 t b St. • Murrtly

~.·.· ·~

T he Brothers of

Lambda Chi Alpha
Congratulate the 1997 Associate Class

SePt. 25 at Noon in the
MississiPPi Room
Curris Center

Get valuable information from the three
KentuckY Law Schools

*UniversitY of KentuckY
School of Law
*UniversitY of Louisville
School of Law
*Samuel P. Chase UniversitY
School of Law

All are welcome to attend. General Public is welcome also.

...

n

;h_

'.,.,..

....
~
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'

Jam~y McDaniel
"

':

..

Peter O' Rourke
Steven Spence
Gregg Vaughn
Scott Sageser

'·

I
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BSU loses to Blarney Lady golfers win first match
Stoned in intramurals
•Women's 10lf: Murray
State's wom~n's golf team

Blarney Stoned came alive in
the third inning, with a tworun home run by Tommy
Hobbs, and an RBI single by
first baseman Chip Groove to
pull within one run. BSU
scored again in the bottom of
the inning to make the score 5·
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
3 going into the dramatic
CONTRIIUltNC WRITER
fourth and final inning.
The independent intramural
Michael Carr and Clay Bolin
softball league ended its second started the inning with singles,
day of games Monday with an while Jeremy Rayburn nailed
offensive explosion by Blarney an RBI single to drive in Carr.
Stoned and Baptist Student Center fielder Ted Booth
Union teams.
launched a 3-run home run to
The Blarney Stoned, coached put Blarney Stoned team in the
by Aaron Whitaker, used a 15- lead. Blarney Stoned then
run fourth inning to post a launched a full-out assault on
large lead and held ofT a late the BSU defense, finding severBSU rally in the bottom of the al gaps for extra-base hits.
inning to net ·the upset victory Some throwing and fielding
against the favored BSU team errors by the BSU fielders also
18-12. The last game of the contributed to the 15-run
night had a no holds barred inning. Blarney Stoned team
offensive game, with five home ended up batting eighteen in
runs and 37 hits between the the inning.
two teams. Blarney Stoned (2The Baptist Student Union
0), trailed for most of the game team did not give up the fight
until the offensive explosion in and launched a comeback of
the fourth.
their own.
Baptist Student Union (1-1),
Zack Banker started the
coached by Don Breedon, held inning with a single, Ryan
Blarney Stoned in check in the Lofton drew a walk, and Jerefirst two innings, giving up my O'Neil got an infield single
only 2 hits. The BSU took a 4· to load the bases for Billue.
0 lead in the bottom of the first; Billue launched a towering
with home runs by Mark Billue blast over the left field fence for
and John Mark Whitaker, and a grand slam to make the score
a sacrifice fly by pitcher Brian 18-9. Whitaker then restarted
Henson.
the comeback with another sin-

•Intramurals: Independent softball completed its
second evening of play
Monday, showcasing some
exciting action.

gle. Cliff Paddock and Breedon
both singled, loading the bases
for Henson. Henson delivered
again with a bases clearing
double to right-center field to
pull the BSU with six.
The comeback stalled after
that with Banker and Jason
Herbert both popping out to
right field. The one-hour time
limit was called after that
inning, giving the game to
Blarney Stoned.
Top hitters for the BSU were:
Billue (two-run homer, grand
slam, two runs scored, six
RBis), Whitaker (solo homer,
single, two runs scored, RBI),
Paddock ( two singles, double,
three runs scored), and Henson
(double, single, sacrifice fly,
four RBls).
Top hitters for Blarney
Stoned were: Booth (three-run
homer, double, three runs
scored, five RBis), Hobbs (tworun homer, double, single,
three runs scored, two RBis),
Heath (triple, double, single,
one run scored, two RBis), Raybum (triple, double, single, two
runs scored, two RBis), and
Carr (double, single, two runs
scored, two RBis).
In other independent league
action Monday night, the Olive
St. Traveling All-Stars beat the
Bombers 12-2, the Easy Outs
won by forfeit against FUBAR,
and the Trumps beat Just
Donut by the count of 16-6.

David Robertson
In Concert
New Life Christian Center
Sunday - Sept. 21 11 a.m.
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
Call 753-1622 or 753-1640 for information
FREE ADMISSION

..

If you ask David what is truly important-- it isn't about big concerts and
#1 songs and records. "The cry of my heart is to be a caring and
compassionate friend to those who Christ called the least of these." David
works through different ministries to try and reach those who more than likely
would never hear him sing.

759-1234

Phone:
lUl Main Street ·

Matt Butholomy • Owner

...,••, ..
By the QIANT Slica•••
Super Veggie .................................. $2.29
Meat House on Honey Crust ...... $2.29
Pizza of the Day ............................ Mkt.
(Extra Toppings) ...........................29 ea.

r-----------------,
l Wa Dalfvat l=rom l
! 4:00·pm to Clos:a !
(minimum delivery $7.50)

I

~-----------------~
I

lASAGNA • Nice Portion S«Ytd with
Breod $tiel( and Stilet Optlo11 011 Top
................................................$3 .99
Chicken Fe)lte Ctlzone • White
Chicken Meot with Bell Pepptt, O!tlo11, •
Hint of Plunte Sauce, & Stuffed
W/Chem................................ $3.99

Cheese on Thin Crust ................... $1.59
Pepperoni on Thin Crust ............. $1.79

I

Fax 501·759-4321

Whut Wednudey • All Vegle Zo11es
11111-MMIIIIIMI 111d VettlePim Slices will be 011 t
DeRclols Wheat Crut
~-~~...,. Moctmloll • with Brtedctlck................

. . . .lllil..................................................$~.99
S·O Frldey • Slice of H•wttll s-o Pizza
...............................................$3.99

brought home a J3-stroke
victory over host school
Tennessee 'leek in match
at Cookeville:~ 21mn. this
week.

Bv JAsoN YATES
StAff WlfTB

The Murray State women's
.wlf team displayed last .aa·
son's championahip form during its first tournament of the
year. The Racers captUred the
Tennessee Tech Classic in
Cookevllle, Tenn., edginJ the
hoSt school by four strokes.

The Racers outdiatanced the
13-team fielet by shooting an
opeliinJ round 311 and closing
the toUrnament with a final
round of 313.
Head Coach Velvet Milkman
was pleased with her team's
consistent play.
"No one girl outshined any
other player on the team," she
said. "'We played consistent
golf and workecl real hard
throughout the tournament/'
The Racers were led by the
threesome of Brandi Stevenson, J'essica Widman and
Jenny Dagg who shot 156 for
12 over par and a share of
fourth place.
Milkman believes the team's
depth is one thi,ng that makes

them such a dangerous team.
"'ur team ia real consistent,"
she said. "On any gjve.n day
any our players could ahoot a
low number.•
The Racers, who .have four
remaining tournaments on the
fall schedule, now RreJ)flre for
September 28-29 when they
boat the Racer/Hilltopper Classic.
Milkman feels last week's
Tennessee Tech tournament
will give the team good
momentum beading to their
own event.
..1 am very ndted about getting the fall season off to su~h a
good start." Milkman said. --we
should be very competitive
throughout the season."

Men's golf brings home second
place in Cape Girardeau tourney
which kept him out of action last season, tin-'
ished fourth, while Jason Smith finished fifth.
Head coach Buddy Hewitt, who is not traveling with the team because of medical problems,
was impressed with the season-opening performance.
Bv GREG STARK
"It was a good start for us," he said. "'We have
SPORTS EDITOR
to get the right mix in the fourth and fifth
The Murray State men's golf team started off spots."
its season with a strong second-place finish at . The Eastern Kentucky Intercollegiate at Richthe Planters Bank Invitational in Cape mond is the next stop for the Racers on Sept. 26.
Girardeau, Mo.
Hewitt feels the team will be ready for the
Despite placing three golfers in the top five, match, though he feels some improve~ent is in
MSU was unable to take the top spot, which was order.
captured by Austin Peay.
"'We need to improve the scores for the fourth
J.R. Conkle finished second overall to lead the and fifth spots," he said. "I believe that the top
Racers. Adam Grogan, returning from an injury scorers can improve. I think they will do well."

•Men's golf: A strong start to the season
for the men's golf team gives hope to the
Racers for a successful season with the
return of Adam Grogalf.

Pi Kappa Alpha
Would like to congratulate the
Winners of PIG,-OUT '97:

Sigma Sigma Sigma, 1st Place
Alpha Gamma Delta, 2nd Place
Special thanks to all the sororities for a great day!
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Defense of OVC
title begins Saturday
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Pitch n' catch

~
\

•Football: After losing two
consecutive games for the
first time since 1994, the
Racers will look to regroup
against SEMO Saturday
night at Stewart Stadium.
BY EDDIE GRANT
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Tomorrow's game against the
visiting Southeast Missouri
State Indians has more to it
than meets the eye.
First of all, the Racers will be
defending their OVC title and a
16-game winning streak in the
conference. Aside from this,
MSU will be looking to climb
back to the break-even mark as
well as possibly climb back into
the Division 1-AA Top 25.
The conference showdown
with SEMO (1-1) will kick off a
five-game run where the Racers will face their conference
foes before an Oct. 25 open
date.
After last week's surprise
loss to Southern Illinois, the
Racers are still trying to give
head coach Denver Johnson his
second win.

One key element in the hunt
for victory number two could be
the arrival of some much -needed defensive help in the persons of Kenneth Knotts, junior
defensive end from Houston,
Texas; Tony Esters, junior linebacker
from
Lexington;
Chauncey McGee, junior cornerback from Atlanta; and
Frank Wilson, sophomore
defensive tackle from St. Louis.
Each of the players became eligible last week.
Also helping the Racers will
be their history versus SEMO.
Murray State has defeated
SEMO by a combined score of
76-16 the last three times the
teams have met. This includes
last year's 16-0 defeat of the
Indians. The all-time record
stands at 26-4-1 in favor of
MSU. The Racers are 14-1 in
contests at Murray.
One interesting sideligh t
worth noting is th at the Racers
will have the letters "LV" on
their helmets in honor of referee L.V. McGinty who collapsed
in the Racers home opener
against lndianh State. McGinty .
is the senior referee in the

ovc.

I

Southeast Missouri comes to
Stewart Stadium with an opening-week 24-6 victory over
Lambuth 24-6 and a 41-6 loss·
to Illinois State.
MSU head coach Denver
John~on thinks this Southeast
Missouri team may be different
than the others.
"This is a scary team to me,"
he said. "They've added a lot of
junior college and Division 1-A
transfers and they have some
good looking players on their
team."

I

Johnson also says he can't
quite get a handle on SEMO's
style of play.
"Looking at the film, I can't
get a good read on how good
they are because against Illinois State they had seven
turnovers," he said. "You can't
win a game with that many. In
talking to the lllinois State
head coach, he said they would
have had a tough time winning
if it weren't for those
turnovers."
All of the action starts tomorrow at 7 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Seth Dixon/Tile News

Brad Langdon from leitchfield, a shortstop for the Murray State Thoroughbreds baseball team tosses the ball during an afternoon practice. The team continued fall pract ice se ssions this week.
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753-4700
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Gators to beat Vols again;
Jaguars will take Steelers

Lax exits Murray
·S ID position for UK
•Sports: Susan Lax has
left her job as assistant
SID to take a job at the
University of Kentucky.

The Murray State News

with his duties. He said that
both Lax and Brian Morgan
have been helpful in his period
of transition.
Parker also said Lax didn't
and an assistant
interview for this position, that
SID for football
Bv EDDIE GRANT
she was sought out by UK.
at
UK.
AssiSTANT SPoRT~ EDITOR
"When they asked who to hire,
ent, energy and work ethic to her name kept coming up, he
Th.is year has been a year of the job everyday," be said. "She said.".
change for the Murray State will be missed by the entire
As far as finding a replacesports information office. First, athletic department, not just
ment for Lax, Parker said they
Brian Morgan left to become media relations."
are still looking.
the sports information director
Parker, in only his second
He said that it probably
for women's basketball at the month as SID, said he will
won't
be a full-time position,
University of Alabama. He was miss Lax's experience as well.
but
will
require a lot of work
then replaced by Steve Parker.
"This was a big blow, because
and
experience.
He said pay
Now Parker's assistant, I leaned on her hard," he said.
will
be
restricted
earnings. He
Susan Lax has left to assume a "She was really guiding me
said
this
way
they
can hire who
sports information director's through the whole process.
position at the University of Luckily, she had taught me they want to quickly.
Kentucky in charge of women's well enough that when she left
"We need someone who doesn't
have school who can come
basketball and assistant SID I was pretty well caught up.
down
here and work," Parker
for football.
Her leaving makes it tougher,
said. "Even though it is
According to MSU athletic because she was good."
director E.W. Dennison, Lax's
Parker added that Lax has restricted earnings, they will
contributions will be missed.
already callei:l him from UK be assistant SID, so it will
"Susan brought a lot of tal- making sure that he's on track carry a lot of responsibility."
Susan Lax:

Will be Director
of Sports Information for women's basketball

Tennessee at Florida

Yickett'sJYicks

It is once again time for the
biggest Southeastern Conference football game of the regular season. The defending SEC
and national champion Gators
are off to a 2-0 start but have
not faced a powerful opponent.
Tennessee has handily defeated Texas Tech and snuck past
UCLA. The Vols have shown
spurts of greatness this season
but have also had lapses like
almost allowing UCLA to
comeback from a 21-point
fourth quarter deficit. Florida
has owned Tennessee the past
couple of seasons, and this
trend should continue in the
"Swamp" come Saturday.
Yickett's pick Florida 37,
Tennessee 28.

jASON YATES

derella stories, the Jacksonville Jaguars, were left for
dead when their high-priced
quarterback Mark Brunell was
injured during the preseaSon,
but Rob Johnson and Steve
Matthews have filled in
admirably and led the Jags to a
2-0 start.
The Steelers have been riddled with free agency losses in
the off-season, including the
departure of All-Pro Cornerback Rod Woodson, now with
San Francisco, and Wide
Receiver Andre Hastings, now
with New Orleans. The Steelera seem to be feeling the losses now year with a sluggish 1-1
record. Pittsburgh has owned
the AFC Central recently, but
Monday's match-up might be a
changing of the guard.
Yickett's Pick
Jacksonville 24, Pittsburgh 13.

Pittsburgh at Jacksonville
Monday night is the showcase for marquee games and
this Monday night is no different. One of last year's Cin-
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:l(lprtJ\-e )'\>i.lr loon F:urbank Moctg;!ll"'
l!f!S.567 LOAN 'CXI. 1>71 KY ltc... 6Jfl.

MOIIIUl HOM!! lOANS • ~% clown. n:fl.
n:mcllljl, ~oqull)' lcun Fn:e !!<:lien p;tdogc

land or hom<: t<lt•n.•. Gn-..·n Tn.-e F111:111d.ll
I!IJ}211~.!04 cr H()O.'j~717

A BEAt mruL l:ANDLF.LIGHT 01.0I'ASIIION¥.0 W(:I>DINl~ • Smol.-y \l<'un
t.tin.' nc::u G:ulinhwg, over1ool<mR nwr

-c,

for an autesome sisterhood retreat!
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Fax: 753-0450
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tc

Your sisters in A~Il

~

*
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EUERYONE IS WELCOME
1 0°/o Discount with MSU ID.

ll ,

www .andplpc...-1><':1'''" rom
~'EDOING lll!l.LS IN TIU1 "\K.lKII'-!1
A
uniqu~ Y-ed<ltnJ.: dctpel ott~s L""!!)'
thing for 1~.:<.'- Spccbl offt'Tl <~l'elnnny;pic
1umc. \ideo, 11.>"-"= SilO G \'C."' u.' a <-:IU
tl00-9:U 2052

SPAR~LIES i'to
~c ~ Mandy Wolf -c{

407 Maple St.
Murray

. Attorney at Law
753-0400

horne

lilandmg Jalers. Adrut'<llk>n .S}.OO.

GALE COOK

•

lH

110 .Air Cornbti11ncr, 1\enm•~ $60 Cull
7S3-I J76 ;lfter S p m. Gn::11 for up:mmcm
TclCh fii.,U"UIIo<:nL• n 81 lund held t::llat~
l~tor S40 C..ill i~j-llvt\
Sclt:tl Ae:1n..: lbbit::t for -ole. ClU 7h2·

nl<'fl<.~ for monthly prt:v~ll{ic>n ol inlt'tn;ll

CAREER OPPORTIINITY • Est:tbJL,hed
KennKky et>mfl:lnr l<Clcs 11pantCUbr type

WOLFF TANNING BEl> - T:an

l:n
PAR

TV

Saturday Sept. 20
11 p.m to 2 a.m.
must have MSU ID, no bottles please
$1 admission

"come party with us after the game"
I

-tc
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EARWOOD
Continued from Page 1

Earwood was given 10 days
notice to answer the complaint.
Megibow said Earwood had
moved and that the notice was
sent to his old address. When
he did not answer the complaint, a warrant was issued,
and Earwood was arrested.
Megibow said the issue has
been resolved between the par-

RACISM
Continued from Page 1

. Benes also spoke of Bill Clin-

ties.
"Restitution has been made
to the merchant," he said. *The
County Attorney understands
what happened. We anticipate
that the charges will be dismissed."
The McCracken County
Attorney was unavailable for
comment.
Earwood said he realizes that
the situation may raise concerns among MSU students.
"I can understand where stu-

dents would be concerned that have been spread around camthe SGA president was arrest- pus, and because this was a
he said. "However the key legal matter I was unable to
factor in this s!tuation is that talk at all about the subject."
this is a personal issue that
MSU President Kern Alexandeals with me as an individual der said the issue was not a
and has no relation to the Uni- public one.
versity or SGA"
"That is a private matter, and
Earwood added that the legal it doesn't involve the Universinature of the issue has made it ty," Alexander said. "There was
impossible to address the issue. an honest error made by the
"This past week has been vendor as to the charges. It is
very hard on me because many not an issue for the Universirumors and false allegations ty."

ton's call for a national conversation on race.
"This incident is generating
some dialogue," he said.

The Murray-Callaway County Ministerial Association has
organized a rally to show support for the Olivera. It is sched-

ed:

Mr. MSU Pageant
, Sept.19
p.m.
n
Au

uled for 2 p.m. Sunday at the
county courthouse. The association is encouraging COO\lllunity leaders to attend.

-------------------------------------------liminary guest list to the Uni- ..
:
PARTIES
versity at least one week prior ••
to the event," he said.
These changes were passed
reviewed."
Murray State University is last spring and began to be ••
not the only university amend- enforced this semester.
Don Robertson, vice-presiing its policies concerning
dent
for 'student Affairs, said
Greek parties. The University
he
believed
the new legislation
of Kentucky has just impleconcerning
Greek
parties is a
mented an invitation-only polipriority
across
campuses
cy concerning its Greek parties. Every person entering the nationwide.
party must show a written
"The big picture is what the
invitation prior to admittance. guidelines should be," he said.
Tony Hayden, president of "I applaud them for putting it
the IFC at U.K., said the policy on the table. Pro-active respon-.
is fairly restrictive. ·
sibility is what must be done to
"After a fraternity has change what needs to be
mailed its invitations to a changed and make the adjust- •
party, they must submit a pre- menta needed."

Continued from Page 1

McNUTT I NSURANCE WOULD LIKE TO
WELCOME B ACK MURRAY STATE STUDENTS
We olfer low auto i nsurance rates and friendly service.
Locat ed con veniently on the West side oi
the Court Square, 118 S. Sth St.
· 7S~44SI · Toll Fr ee {888) 9S4·42SO

$~w

$S wfout

Goooo Racers!

All proce
Arthritis

The
Ultimate
Workout!

Presented by
Alpha Omicron Pi

Uncle· Jeff Shopping Center
13085 12th St. (Hwy 641)
767-9113

Produced by Murray State
University's student newspaper

The reason most people don't persist with a workout
program is because it becomes boring ... Not ours! We
have combined over 2,000 years of knowledge to bring
you "The Ultimate Workout." In it you will experience a
structured and Interesting program of self defense,
fitness and fun. Our exciting classes are taught by highly
trained Black Belt Professionals. whose goal Is to help
you become the best that you can bel Through martial
arts training, you will enjoy Increased flexibility, energy
and fitness while relieving stress for a
and happier
life I

Pot ' 0 Gold
Variety & Pawn
Jennings Bryco 48
380 ACP
Black
Special:
Chrome
$59
Nickel

15% Off on Dart &
Pool Items

Visit us in the
World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org

Highlander Sword
Regularly $89.95
Special $59

IIIGIIIANOt:ll
IU:PU('A
S"ORD
SJM!

SA'IIl"RAI - orrttl

4•111!1Jill!l•

HUS

Produced by

Tbe Murray State News
in cooperation with

LDO, Inc.-

Clearly the Best!

Call Today
1413 Olive St. Murray

753-8111

Unleash Your Potential!

Special B;V~nts~ }J{tzi ~atheny
Special Ev~nts~!1~~~~~~r!J~mbi Silva
SongLeaderr1!llihJlawkins
Intram~~~~ls:~fJ~d& ·J!:ee,er ·
Assistant Treasu~e~:;t~Cnnifer Wright
o!

T HE " INSIDE STORY"
ST. lEO CATHOUC CHURCH WOULD LIKE TO INVITE ANYONE WHO MAY BE
INTERESTED IN LEARNING ABOUT THE CATHOLIC RELIGION TO AN OPEN
INQUIRY SESSION

AT

7 PM

SEPT.

23

IN GLEASON HALL

(THE OLD CHURCH BUILDING ON THE CORNER OF 12TH AND P AYNE)

-~- ·

.~ ...~~~~

t

.of:. ..,

~

'

~

•

T HERE IS NO OBLIGATION ATIACHED, BUT FOR ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE TO CONTINUE,
WE WILL CONTINUE THE SESSIONS EACH TUESDAY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

502-753-3876

•.

elcome Parents
--

-

_ :t
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The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha would like to
Congratulate the Gamma Zeta Pl~dge Class:
.
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jay Knight
. Brandon Birney
Brandon Harris
Chris St.ites
Donnie Sutton
Ephrain Brantley
jamey Brown
jody Heath
Marc Baker
Matt Walker
Preston Weatherly
Robert Sanders
Shawn Puckett
Sebastian Venjar

ConQratulations to
LLL
on Winnind PiQ-Outl

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

, I

Brian Downy
Eric Wolfe
Ryan Little .
jason Lattus
Kirk Cothern
Sam Suitor
Wesley Gillette
Ben Coffey
jon
McKinnis
,
.
Dustin Lester
josh Bailey
Michael Cansler
Jared Aldridge
Jared Lamm

n
K
A

Good

Luck

to

'

Brian Curlin &
Todd . Collignon
•
tn Mr. M S U!
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